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African-Centere d Conceptualization s of
Self an d Consciousnes s
Th e Aka n Mode l
Cheryl Grills and Martin Ajei

The definitions and meanings ascribed to the self are the most basic, the
deepest, and the furthest from awareness. "While assumptions about what
a self is are furthest from our conscious awareness, they are also the most
powerful and significant assumptions behind and beneath our behaviors"
(Landrine, 1992). Western psychology operates from the model of a referential self (Gaines, 1982). This referential self is a separate, encapsulated
self that is presumed to be the originator, creator, and controller of behavior. This referential self has unique abilities, preferences, needs, and desires
that define and differentiate it from other selves. As such, the referential
self can be described without reference to others or to context. From this
independent self, Western concepts such as "self-awareness, self-criticism,
self-consciousness, self-reflection, self-determination, self-actualization,
self-fulfillment, and self-change are all possible, permissible, and indeed,
expected in Western psychotherapy" (Landrine, 1992). In other words, in
Western thought, this independent self is an autonomous, free agent.
Landrine (1992) argues that the alternative concept of the self, known
to many sociocentric ethnocultural groups, is the indexical self. Here, the
self "is perceived as constituted or 'indexed' by the contextual features of
social interaction in diverse situations" (Gaines, 1982). This is true for
Asian Americans (Marsella, 1985), Latinos (Marsella & White, 1982),
Native Americans (Garrett & Garrett, 1998), and African Americans
(Akbar, Saafir, & Granberry, 1996; Ani, 1994; Hilliard, 1997; Kambon,
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1999; Nobles, 1998). The indexical self does not exist independent of its
context and relationships. Further, the self is created and re-created within
the context of relationships and situations or contexts within which it exists.
This indexical self, then, is not a separate entity that can be referred to or
reflected on in isolation, but rather is dependent on its connections for
definition. It is also important to note that the indexical self is not limited
to the physical world context and sets of relationships. It includes the
"super" natural world of nature, the spirits, the ancestors, and God.

Aka n Conceptualizatio n of th e Perso n
and Consciousnes s
Culture provides an important lens through which an understanding of
human psychological and social functioning can be attained. This understanding reflects a particular perspective derived from the experience of a
group and will differ from culture to culture. An African epistemology
emphasizes an affective-cognitive synthesis as a way of knowing reality.
This reality does not limit itself to the five senses and rational logic as the
only means for securing information and understanding. Knowing is not
limited to linear reasoning. Knowing is not bound by space, time, the
senses, cognition, and tangible verification or control of that which is
known. Finally, the spiritual basis of all there is to know makes African
epistemology distinct from that found in Western philosophy.
By way of example, let us consider the Akan cultural model. Akan conceptualizations of the person and consciousness are a direct extension of
Akan metaphysics and epistemology. The fundamental structure of Akan
cosmology is fairly well documented (e.g., Busia, 1954; Danquah, 1968;
Grills, 1995; Gyekye, 1987; Rattray, 1923). The predominant interpretation
of this view of the universe by traditional Akan sages, professional philosophers, and anthropologists alike reveal the following three essential features:
1. Existenc e is comprise d of visible and invisible realms .
2. The univers e contain s a hierarch y of beings, all of which deriv e from
Onyame (the Suprem e Being). Next to Onyame , in order , come the
abosom (deities), the nsamanfo (ancestra l spirits) , huma n beings , and
physica l objects .
3. The univers e is endowed with varyin g degree s of force or power , all of
which derive , ultimately , from Onyame .

Ontologica l an d Epistemologica l Tenet s
From the many cannons and postulates of the Akan doctrine of God, we will
comment on a few that have immediate relevance for our understanding of
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the Akan theory of the person. Connected to the conception of God as the
source of being is the reference to him as Odomankoma. Danquah defines
Odomankoma as the infinitely manifold God, incessant, perpetual, interminable, the absolute container and content of reality (Danquah, 1944).
God, in other words, is in all as all are in God. Second, although the Akan
doctrine of God includes the conception of him as a transcendent being
with no spatial or temporal limitations, he is believed to be immanent, manifested in objects and events that are susceptible to the limitations of the
coordinates of space and time.
Although the Akan thinker contends that the universe is composed of
visible and invisible beings, it is doubtful whether he implies that these
aspects of existence are two distinctly separate categories, as the Western
notion of dualism would suggest. Rather, the Akan thinker conceives of
these two not as distinct realms but as two points on a continuum, constantly interacting with each other. This is because an obosom, for example, which in a strictly dualistic interpretation of Akan cosmology will
belong to the immaterial realm, is believed to be capable of physical manifestation and, as such, be susceptible to spatiotemporal coordinates. On the
other hand, a tree, which in a strictly dualistic universe would be conceived
as a physical entity, is believed constituted of a spirit by the Akan thinker.
This makes a clear-cut dichotomy of the material-immaterial or spiritualphysical in Akan ontology implausible. And as will soon be seen, the idea
of reality unfolding on a continuum has enormous relevance for the Akan
theory of human nature, psychological functions, and the interpretation of
thought, behavior, and emotion.
Commenting on the third postulate, that the universe is endowed with
varying degrees of force or power, all of which derive, ultimately, from
Onyame, Gyekye (1995) reports,
1

Thi s forc e or power is sunsum... . In thi s metaphysic , all create d things ,
tha t is, natura l objects , hav e or contai n sunsum . Furthe r ever y deit y
[obosom ] is a sunsum , bu t not vice versa . Sunsum , then , appear s to be a
generi c concept . It appear s to be a universa l spirit , manifestin g itself
differentl y in th e variou s being s an d object s in th e natura l world .

We will see that this sunsum is a central feature of African psychology.
Gyekye informs us of other senses in which sunsum is used:
First , it is used to refe r to an y self-consciou s subjec t whos e activitie s ar e
initiate d self-consciously . In thi s sense, Onyame , th e deitie s an d th e
ancestor s ar e said to be spirit s [sunsum] , tha t is spiritua l being s with intel ligence an d will. Second , it is used to refe r to th e mystica l power s
believed to exist in th e world . Thes e power s ar e held to constitut e th e
inne r essences or intrinsi c propertie s of natura l objects , an d ar e believed
to be containe d in thos e objects . (1987)
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Thus, on Gyekye's interpretation, sunsum denotes either (a) a conscious
being or (b) a power, derived from God, which constitutes the essence of
all existents. Gyekye's analysis of sunsum has been upheld both by many
of the traditional thinkers with whom we have discussed the subject and
other scholars on Akan ontology.
To augment the perspectives of Gyekye (1995) and Minkus (1977) on
sunsum, we would like to propose that the notions of a conscious being and
the activating essence of particular beings and things are subsumable under
a power that constitutes the essence of all existents. We are suggesting
that we interpret Akan cosmology as asserting that sunsum, that internal
element that empowers a human subject to initiate an act self-consciously,
is a specie of a universal phenomenon. We can, thus, talk in terms of a
"universal" and "particular" sunsum. On these terms, man is a being (at
least part of) whose essence is a power (to act in the world) that is contingent on a universal natural power.
Universal sunsum, then, is a property intrinsic to all beings. What
makes any existent what it is resides in its possession of this force: the
attribute sunsum belongs to a human being by virtue of being human, and
likewise to a tree by virtue of its being a tree. Therefore, on the principle of
like attracting like, we can understand why that tree can be used to restore
or to augment the energy in me or why it may be used as a tool to invoke
the activity of an obosom. We may both contain the same sunsum essence
and have a natural affinity to it.
Due to his or her belief in the existence of universal sunsum, and also
that all sunsum derives from God, it is legitimate to argue that the Akan
thinker conceives of being or nature as one. This divine energy (sunsum),
made manifest in various beings in the perceptible and imperceptible
world, constitutes the different modes in which God expresses Himself.
Therefore, in this ontology, human beings, like all other categories of
being, are just part of this being (God or nature). In consequence, we cannot plausibly separate being (as matter) from being (as spirit). God or
nature-being is understood as reflecting a whole, or that which makes
everything connected into a whole: I am composed of sunsum, and so is
that tree, and both of our sunsum derive from one source: God or nature.
What this notion of being as one simply means is that existence is composed merely of patterns of interactions within a whole, that each existing
entity has the power to interact with every other entity and, as such, is a key
to universal knowledge. We must note that this notion has serious implications for dualist theories of the person and also for the attribute of human
consciousness. We have argued elsewhere (Ajei & Grills, 2000) that
subscribing to this cosmology makes the events characterized as "paranormal" simply events not yet understood by our ordinary levels of consciousness. The significance of this discussion of sunsum and metaphysical
consubstantiation will become more apparent after a discussion of African
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concepts of the elements of self. The Akan model is used to provide a
concrete illustration.

Component s of Self
Using Landrine's (1992) distinctions, African concepts of the self occupy
both an indexical self as social role (the self and the social roles it occupies
are synonymous) and an indexical self as receptacle (the self is a vessel
through which immaterial forces and entities can operate and influence
behaviors, thought, and emotion). In this indexical construction, "the self is
not construed to be the center of cognition, affect, or action, and so is not
the explanation for behavior" (Landrine, 1992). This is an important
contrast with the Western referential self that shapes and defines Western
psychology's theory and praxis.
From an African perspective, what, then, constitutes this sociospiritual
indexical self and what distinctions can be made about self as object (the
definition of self in terms of its incorporated elements and organization),
self as process (influenced by a culture's epistemological system, a process
by which we come to know ourselves and the world around us) and self as
essence (self as an extension of ultimate reality)? How do these inform an
understanding of human behavior and the functions, structure, and nature
of the consciousness of those of African descent?
Self as Essenc e
Self as essence refers to the ontological belief among African people
that the fundamental basis of human beingness is spirit. What makes one a
human being is the presence of a spirit-based essence. One form of this
spirit essence, referred to as the soul, is thought to be a spark of the divine,
God. As such, each human being is connected to the source of all creation
and to everything in creation. In a decisive manner, the concept of God, in
every culture, indicates the values and ideals of human functioning upheld
by that culture. For the African, the notion that the spirit-essence of man is
a spark of God's divinity means that man partakes of the nature of God. The
creative principle of the universe is one with man. This divine principle that
is one with man reflects one's capacity to realize and seek to fulfill ideal
conceptions of human behavior and functioning in community. Hence, the
African Doctrine of God or, rather, the African theory of man's relationship
with God, underlies these ideals.
Nobles' (1998) description of the characteristics of spiritness experienced as a human condition illustrates the African belief in the link between
this quality and attributes of human behavior and functioning. Qualitatively,
spiritness is experienced and manifested in a number of ways. According to
Nobles (1998), it is
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experience d as an urg e and desir e for what is excellent, good, and right;
eventuate d in the ever-expandin g love and feeling of "goo d will" for all life;
tha t which make s for ethica l characte r and conduct ;
the urg e to kindness , goodwill, and fellowship;
the "fel t need" to love and be loved for no particula r reaso n at all;
the desir e for orde r and the beautiful ;
the "impetus " for concer n beyond self to other ;
the emotiona l "sens e of the Divine agency" and relationshi p in huma n affairs ;
the compellin g need to understan d the natur e of the Divine and thereb y life
itself and our meanin g and purpos e in life;
• the magneti c pull away from mer e animal-physica l existence towar d tha t
which is higher , nobler , better , and mor e excellent;
• the sense of inner "power " and dignity .

These qualities of spiritness constitute ideals and aspirations for which
people ought to strive. Ultimately, these qualities will bring the self into complete harmony with the Divine Mind and, for the African, this is an important
end that human life is intended to promote. In other words, the self as essence
is a philosophical device fashioned by Africans to regulate human behavior
so that well being remains the paramount aim of human functioning.
It is helpful to clarify the emergent African conceptualization of human
beingness: the connate self (essence) and the embodied person (manifestation of self). The manifested self and corresponding processes and levels of
consciousness can be viewed as derivatives of both essence and expression.
Existence (in the form of essence) precedes expression (the state of being
alive and psychologically conscious or cognizant). Essence reflects the
essential nature, operating principles, and crux of human beings as persons;
it is that which makes one human (Grills & Rowe, 1998). It is what the Akan
call Dkra, the Yoruba emi, the Igbo chi. Expression or manifestation in what
Western psychology labels behavior, cognition, biological processes, and
emotion composes the "outer envelope" (Nobles, King, & James, 1995).
This outer envelope is the expression, the evidence, the indication, the tangible presentation or articulation of that essence. Western conceptualizations
have restricted the purview of human behavior (particularly the reductionist
view) to this outer envelope. The African conceptualization has concerned
itself more with what is contained within the envelope and how it functions
as an envelope in relation to its essence or inner context.
Self as Objec t
Self as object consists of the elements that constitute human psychological functioning organized into a dynamic system. It refers to the definition of self in terms of its incorporated elements and organization. The
African concept of self, as summarized by Grills (1999) used the model of
the atom to illustrate the core elements that constitute the person.
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Figur e 6.1

SHADO W

Africa n Conception s of Self

In the atom model, a "cloud" of electrons surrounds the nucleus. The
farther these electrons are from the nucleus, the lower their density and the
weaker the integrity and conscious capacity of the molecule (the self).
Using Akan (along with Yoruba and Wolof) constructs, the nucleus is a
compilation of elements that act in relation to each other and culminate in
an existent: the living, manifest self. Orbiting around the nucleus of this
model of an indexical self is
• Energ y expresse d as the soul providin g a direc t connectio n to the sourc e of
life and ultimat e consciousnes s (e.g., the Dkra—the indexica l self as a life
force role).
• A destin y tha t can act as a "homin g device," orientin g the individua l to his
or her purpos e in life and imbue d with the capacit y to influenc e conscious ness (e.g., nkrabea —the indexica l self in an existentiall y anchore d role).
• A personalit y spiri t (e.g., sunsum —the indexica l self as spiritua l role). Sunsu m
is in ontologica l unit y with Dkra . It is also the governo r of tiboa (the anima l in
your head) , which may be translate d as conscience.
• A shado w or persona l doubl e tha t remain s in the spiritua l real m while
the self manifest s in the physica l world . This is consisten t with the Africa n
concept of dualit y or twinnes s tha t recognize s tha t every thin g has its
corollar y opposit e such as male-female , dark-light , earth-sky , seen-unsee n
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(e.g., sunsuma—th e indexica l self reference d to its counterpar t or doubl e in
the spiritua l realm) .
Spirit s or deities (e.g., abosom or orisa —the indexica l self reference d to the
spiritua l realm) .
The person' s ancestor s (e.g., nananom nsamanfo', egun —the indexica l self as
reference d to a living and actin g ancestra l line).
Formative , guiding , and protectiv e energ y of the fathe r and his clan' s spiri tua l guardian s (e.g., ntoro and egyabosom—the indexica l self as an extension
of the paterna l family and its spiritua l resources) .
The ancestra l blood line (mogya) tha t provide s a containe r for the 3kr a and
the spiritua l connectio n to the materna l ancestor s (e.g., abusua —the indexical self as multigenerationa l family role).
The environmen t in the form of a communit y providin g a context of mean ing, values, rules , and roles (e.g., emanor —the indexica l self as social role).
A broade r cosmological net tha t include s natur e providin g the ultimat e environmen t within which the perso n and his or her communit y ar e in constan t
dynami c interaction .
2

•
•

Together, the above form the basic core of human psychological functioning
and the roots of consciousness with all of its potentialities and functions.
When first developed, the old model of the atom was meant to illustrate how electrons orbit an atom. It was never an adequate explanation of
this process and is no longer used, but it provides a useful heuristic for portraying energy fields and the relationship of different energy fields to the
atom's nucleus, which in the African conceptualization is the core of the
pseudo-individuated self. In the model, a "cloud" of electrons surrounds
the atom. The farther from the nucleus, the lower the density and the
weaker the integrity and conscious capacity of the molecule (self). The
nucleus consists of essence, which is soul and expression or manifestation,
which is body and breath (honhom). Orbiting around this nucleus of the self
are some of the elements noted earlier, especially nkrabea, abosom,
nananom nsamanfo, and mogya.
3

4

The objective of this model is to illustrate the dynamic interactions of
the components and mechanisms that constitute the person and his or her
consciousness. The closer the energy components vibrate in relationship to
the nucleus (a condition of coherence in the self and awareness by the self
of its essence and expression), the greater the health and integrity of the
nucleus self. Under conditions of congruence, the self can more readily
access, engage, manipulate, and use the various realms of consciousness.
For example, think of the last time you experienced an "intuition" inspiring
you to do something, avoid something, be cautious about something, and
you ignored it only to learn that this prescient idea was accurate. By ignoring it, unnecessary consequences followed. The source of this "intuition"
may have been your ancestors, your ntoro's divinities, the abosom, or your
5
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own personal spirit guardian. To continually ignore them is to cut yourself
off from your own inherent mechanisms for understanding and navigating
the world.
Consider another example that illustrates the importance of congruence
between the elements of self. A client once struggled with a career-related
decision. Intuitively, he knew that he enjoyed the labor and creativity
associated with a particular profession but found himself moving toward
a completely different line of work because it was more financially lucrative. His blessings flowed, things "came easily" whenever he pursued that
which felt right and natural to him in the profession he liked. Obstacles,
strain, and heartache followed him, however, as he pursued the more financially lucrative profession. In an African schema, questions about alignment of destiny and character might be raised to assist this young man in
resolving the stress and depression that ultimately ensued. Was he in fact
fighting against his own nkrabea in the service of the trappings of material
gain that would come with the more financially lucrative job? What were
the reasons for pursuing financial gain? Was it for the accumulation of
material trinkets and toys? Who would benefit from this? What were the
ethical issues attached to the profession he opted for that ultimately placed
him at odds with his own career destiny? The more attuned one is to the
multiple sources of insight, the multiple factors that contribute to an integrated self, the greater one's capacity to live an effective, healthy life.
The African view argues for the existence of multiple sources of
insight and influence, contributing to an integrated self. The symbol of the
atom is used to illustrate these multifarious components that constitute this
core self. The strength or integrity of the core is dependent on the dynamic,
vital, and harmonious interaction between the constituent elements that
provide further definition and meaning to human beingness. In addition,
these elements of the self are in a constant state of dynamic interaction with
one another. When the components are aligned and the conscious self is
attuned to these components, the person experiences alafia (the Yoruba
concept of well being and good health).
As with the atom, electrons are necessary for coherence and viability.
In other words, the elements that "orbit" the core conscious self are necessary to its balance and survival. Further, the atom is weakened—it is not as
powerful—when it is not forming connections (bonds) with other atoms or
molecules (other people and spiritual energy). The atom's electromagnetic
field draws other atoms to it. Likewise, the healthy self has an affinity for
connecting with others. To be healthy, a person must bond with and be
connected to others, real and incorporeal. Considerably more work is
needed to help us arrive at a deeper understanding of the meaning, function,
and expression of the components, mechanisms of action, valence, energic
aspects, chronology, and dynamic interrelationships between the discernable
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components of the person defined in traditional African psychology.
Nonetheless, this conceptualization sheds new light on the cultural foundations, meaning, and importance of African American principles of connectedness, interdependence, and spirituality.
Self as Proces s
Self as process refers to the culturally informed mechanisms by which
we come to know self, other, and context. This process leads to differential
levels of consciousness. That we "know" via awareness, sentience, and
rational process is a manifestation of the most basic level of consciousness.
Through refinements in the relationships between the components of self,
conscious manipulation and utilization of the elements of self, and intentional interaction with nonphysical reality, we come to "know" at more
remote levels of consciousness.
African culture and psychology tells us that there are three levels of reality. And in consonance with this conception of reality, the Akan thinker
offers a hierarchical order of the objects of knowledge and the pathways to it.
The three levels of knowing in the Akan philosophy of knowledge are: nea
wohu, nea etra adwene, and nea wonhu. We would like to expound on these
categories of knowledge and suggest how they inform the self as process.
Nea Woh u
Nea wohu literally means the observable or perceivable. This category
of knowledge represents knowledge derived from ordinary sense experience and rational thought. In other words, nea wohu is the Akan equivalent
of both rational and empirical knowledge in Western epistemology. The
sources of knowing at this level are hu, which translates into the English
"see, observe," and te which translates to "hear." The verb te is also used
to represent perception by other sense organs as well. Thus, me te nka (I
feel) and me te pampa (I smell) denote sense experience other than by hearing. So far, te and hu have been shown to be the pathways to empirical
knowledge. But these verbs are used also to represent knowledge procured
through the pure activity of the mind. Thus, mahu nea wokyere no means
"I understand what you mean" and mate ase means "I understand/comprehend the depths of it (of the subject matter)."
Nea Etr a Adwen e
The Akan word adwene has both a wide and a narrow meaning.
Interpreted widely, it means "consciousness" whereas its narrow interpretation yields the English "thought." It is being used narrowly in the phrase
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nea etra adwene to mean "that which transcends thought." Thus, Akan
psychology maintains that we can access knowledge at a level beyond
rational deliberation. Two reasons, at least, make this position plausible.
First, this is in consonance with their holistic metaphysics alluded to earlier. If reality comprises the visible and the invisible, and the visible is comprehensible through rational deliberation, then it is reasonable to suppose
that there must be another way by which invisible reality could be comprehended. Second, experience is the basis of this strong belief in the human
ability to know at a level beyond rational deliberation. In fact, most modern Akan philosophers, notably Gyekye (1987), Agyakwa (1974), and
Oguah (1977) assert that, further to reason and sense experience, paranormal cognition is a third mode of knowing.
Several expressions in the Akan language illustrate the reality of this
kind of knowing. If, for example, X is able to foretell the arrival of Y in a
way that we will recognize as precognitive, and you ask X how he came to
have this true belief of Y's impending arrival, he would say na ne din da
madwene mu. In other words, "his name was in my mind." Another statement that could be made to answer the same question would be onipa din
ben ne ho; in other words, "a person's name is attached to him." How do
these statements reflect the assertion of the type of knowledge we refer to
as nea etra adwene?
First, the notion of din (name) in both statements is instructive
because, for the Akan and many African ethnocultural groups, naming
has special spiritual significance. Among the Akan, a person's name has
a direct bearing on the Dkr a (soul) through the medium of kradin (the
name of the Dkra) . Every Akan has a kradin to signify the day his Dkr a
entered the visible world in the form of a human being. Now, as said earlier, the Dkr a forms an ontological unity with sunsum. Therefore, ne din
da madwene mu means that the person (the embodiment of Dkra -sunsum)
is in my mind. I was consciously aware of him. His persistent presence in
my mind was indicative of his coming. The precognized event (his coming) was informed by the persistence of his being in my mind. Two things
are implied here. First, the statements onipa din ben ne ho and X din da
madwene mu could be considered to be inductive statements from observation: Each time X ' s person persistently occupies my mind, he turns up
where I am. This means, second, that there is some sort of communication between the mind of X and my mind without my being cognitively
aware of this. My awareness of the presence of X is my consciousness of
this communication between our minds, but I am not cognitively-rationally
aware of this communication. Although I am not rationally aware of this
communication, experience tells me that it is reasonable to suppose that
such communication takes place. Thus, there is awareness, but it is awareness at another level, an awareness which tra adwene (surpasses thought).
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Similarly, an answer to how one came to have certain clairvoyant
information would elicit the answer esoo me mu (it gripped me). It occurred
to me suddenly and without any rational deliberation. In other words, it
occurred to me intuitively. Such an occurrence demonstrates an important
characteristic of awareness as nea etra adwene.
The term oben refers to someone who is extraordinary, possessing
powers that an ordinary person does not have. It is the possessive state of
the noun aben (well cooked). To be aben means one is very aware psychologically, is mindful of self and surroundings, and is intelligent with a welldeveloped mind. It denotes the possession of knowledge at the level of nea
etra adwen. Oben implies an outstanding capacity or ability to know. A
context in which this sense of oben would be employed is this: Suppose you
go to an okomfo (Akan traditional healer) for consultation and, before you
speak, he or she tells you of your mission to his or her shrine. Akan psychology will attribute the term oben to this okomfo because this okomfo
has a profundity of perception that is beyond the ordinary. The profundity
of perception attributed to the okomfo will reflect first, that he or she has
reached the apex of knowledge in his or her field of activity and "the field"
here is the field of reality, which comprises the visible and invisible realms.
In the case of this okomfo, the oben clearly refers to his or her competence
to know of events in the invisible realm. Hence, we refer to a version of
knowledge of this type nea etra adwen. Clinically, this has appeared in the
context of reflection or interpretation of client data, but in such a way that the
shared material exceeds what the client has disclosed, hypothetically indicates things to come, and reaches into client past history information not yet
disclosed or implied to the therapist. When this has occurred in the treatment
setting, the clients have reported experiencing a deeper level of empathy.
Okomfo X aben ultimately means that X is well versed in the affairs of
sunsum; that X can penetrate the realm of sunsum and manipulate it. What
does this mean? It means that X's sunsum contains an abundance of tumi
(power) and as a result of this, his or her perceptive faculties are heightened
to a level from which the limitations of the visible world can be transcended
and deeper insight gained into the fundamental principles that govern relationships between things and events in both realms of reality. This power
under consideration here refers to psychic power. Here we maintain that the
high psychic power of an obenfo (one who is well cooked), when activated,
leads to a distinct perception of the fundamental relations in existence.
Hence, this power is a gateway to knowledge of reality that cognition
cannot reach.
The concept oben then suggests that a subject can possess capabilities
for nonordinary knowing. We want to suggest, further, that this concept
also is indicative of a holistic approach to knowledge. If to ben, by definition,
is to be well versed in any type of knowledge, we can think of the subject
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of oben as being well versed in knowledge both at the level of nea wohu
and nea etra adwen. The mind of such a person will be the juncture of a
configuration of pathways leading to different forms of knowledge.
Therefore, he or she would be the repository of holistic knowledge.
Nea Wonh u
Nea wonhu means the imperceptible or unobservable, but as we said
earlier, the verb hu, in the Akan language, is also used to represent understanding and comprehension. Thus, nea wonhu may mean "the incomprehensible," and it is in this sense that we use it here. Strictly speaking, this
is not a dimension of knowledge, but rather the suggestion of a level of
reality—such as Onyankopon, the Supreme Being—the full knowledge of
which is incomprehensible to the human mind.
These levels of knowing (nea wohu, nea etra adwen, and nea wonhu)
have corresponding levels of human consciousness that can be accessed by
both the layperson and the highly skilled or trained practitioner. In African
metaphysics (Irogebu, 1995), these levels of consciousness extend from
sentience (awareness through the physical senses) to what Grills and
Rowe (1998) refer to as conscious preterrational consciousness (to engage
transsentient reality with conscious awareness of self in an active relationship with that reality). Typically, trance possession, as an altered state of
preterrational consciousness, occurs as a nonconscious process in which the
subject is not cognizant of the trance state activities. This was confirmed in
our field study observations and interviews with highly skilled, practicing
okomfos and their assistants.
6

Huma n Consciousnes s an d th e Significanc e
of Sunsu m
In the pursuit of knowledge, the African willingness to engage and include
that which is empirically, tangibly verifiable and that which is not makes
this an inclusive epistemology. The material world is not taken as the
penultimate of reality. The Western mental fascination with the tangible
object encumbers an identification that would bring us knowledge beyond
the tangible. Schwaller de Lubicz (1998) notes that this inclusive epistemology is concerned with the esoteric (the inner meaning, the implied, but
inexpressible in words) aspects of any given stimulus or phenomenon.
A cerebral approach to knowledge leaves parts isolated from each other,
whereas the esoteric approach aims for synthesis and an appreciation for
the simultaneity of complements. Essentially, "when we look to the
front, we feel that there is a behind. We cannot look in one direction
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without opposing to it a complementary pole, and although this pole is
not sensorially observed, the awareness of it exists within u s " (Schwaller
de Lubicz, 1998). This is a fundamental principle of African psychology
derived from the African philosophical principle of the complementarity of
opposites, duality or unicity.
The question of culture and the contribution of culturally specific conceptualizations of consciousness have been increasingly examined with the
hope of further illuminating the subject. Human mental activity occurs within
a configuring framework of culture (Drummond, 1996) and we "experience
our culture's collective understanding of what it is to be conscious" (Scott,
1995). Drummond (1996) suggests that our examination of consciousness
should deal with the systems and phenomena that are located within the
"labyrinthine folds of a brain-culture-physical reality manifold." This is consistent with an African cultural conceptualization, but we would extend the
contextualization of consciousness to include the labyrinthine folds of a
soul-spirit-physical-brain-culture reality manifold. Within this schema, consciousness at its most basic level functions as a process of perception and
conception of the material-physical world. The ultimate essence and expression of consciousness, however, extends to the nonmaterial world.
In part, consciousness research in European American psychology has
centered on physiologically based processes of human awareness contributing to a central debate in the field between proponents of the "hard"
and "soft" approach to mental phenomena. The "hard problem" posits that
human experiences are the result of neural activity. In this reductionist or
materialist view (e.g., Crick & Koch, 1994; Dennett, 1996), human consciousness can be reproduced in computers (artificial intelligence) and all
reality can be reduced to basic laws of physical science. Conversely, proponents of the "soft problem," often called dualists, believe that consciousness is beyond human understanding (McGinn, 1991). Consciousness is an
"emergent phenomenon" (Scott, 1995) in which culture serves a central
organizing function through which people experience consciousness.
Chalmers (1996) elaborates by suggesting that a concept of consciousness
should be a nonreductive, naturalistic, dualist theory that also involves an
"extra ingredient." This extra ingredient has been variously described as
chaos, nonlinear dynamics, quantum mechanics, and surprisingly enough,
the soul.
An Akan, or a generally African worldview (Ani, 1980, 1994; Diop,
1989), would be more consistent with the argument that consciousness
consists of something beyond simply the brain, its activities, and human
sentience. It would be more akin to the emergent theory that rests on the
assumption that materialism and dualism can coexist in a theory of
consciousness with culture providing an understanding of what it is to be
conscious. Such a view is consistent with the tenets of the model of the self
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presented earlier in this chapter. The African view would extend the bounds
of the emergent theory, however, giving precedence to the role of the
spiritual realm. As we have seen, spirit features prominently in African
culture, psychology, and notions of consciousness. Consequently, Akan
psychology conceives of material and immaterial not as distinct realms but
as two points on a continuum, constantly interacting with each other. We
have argued elsewhere (Ajei & Grills, 2000) that subscribing to this cosmology makes the events characterized as "paranormal" simply events not
yet understood by our ordinary, sentient, rational levels of consciousness.
In the African view, consciousness is ultimately an attribute of spirit.
One can know through proof (evidence), through reasoning (Descartes—
good sense), or through African reasoning (plain, formal logic plus body
sense—to be is to feel and think) (Obenga, 1997). This African reasoning
is a synthesis of mind (spirit-soul essence), brain, body, society, and nature.
It is not blind faith that maintains belief and respect for the traditional Akan
and other African systems. The method of proof used in these systems
derives from ritual or procedure. Priests and lay alike rely on what occurs
after the intervention or procedure. We know that they (deities or ancestors)
have responded when the enterprise comes to bear fruit. So it is not a system of blind faith but rather one that is verified by the presence or absence
of its anticipated outcomes. The same logic applies to the belief in the esoteric elements of the human being. We know of its existence (sunsum) by
believing that certain consequences are produced by it. Similar to Western
science's belief that independent variable ÷ causes the effect in dependent
variable y with all other influences accounted for or held constant.
This conceptualization of consciousness, then, requires us to consider
an analysis of the African concept of the person in terms other than the
logic of Western science because this logic is based on a certain conception
of the existence of space and time, and considers events as ultimately based
on the activity of bodies in this understanding of space and time. The
African thinker does not subscribe fully to these metaphysical canons. In
this respect, the African conception of sunsum as an all-pervading force is
relevant. This relevance is better captured by posing the question, "Are
there not natural phenomena—forces in nature—that manifest themselves
to one's sense experience only under certain conditions?"
The answer: There certainly are. Consider electromagnetic force.
Electromagnetic theory was founded largely to explain "action at a distance."
Elaborating on this theory, Einstein (1960) writes:
As a resul t of the mor e carefu l stud y of electromagneti c phenomena , we
have come to regar d action at a distanc e as a proces s impossibl e withou t
interventio n of some intermediar y medium . If, for instance , a magne t
attract s a piece of iron , we canno t be conten t to regar d this as meanin g
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tha t the magne t acts directl y on the iron throug h the intermediat e empt y
space, but we ar e constraine d to imagin e tha t the magne t always calls into
being somethin g physicall y rea l in the space aroun d it, tha t somethin g
being what we call a "magneti c field."

According to Einstein, to explain some types of natural phenomena,
physicists are constrained to imagine the intervention of some physical
reality pervading all space. We can legitimately infer from this that, even
in an uncompromising scientific framework as physics, the borderline
between the physical and the nonphysical is not as clear-cut as mainstream
logical analysis would like to affirm; an area between these two realms
exists in which we cannot, with logical certainty, identify events as
belonging here or there. All this is implied in Einstein's admission of
imagining entities; for the activity of imagination, in traditional Western
epistemology, is not a route to certainty. Electromagnetism (the imagined
reality Einstein discusses) is not ordinarily perceptible to sense experience, but under certain conditions it emits photons and becomes a visible
glow. Yet we neither conceive electromagnetism as an immaterial entity
nor a physical substance with reduced physicality. It is a force of nature.
Einstein calls it physical, and that is fine by us. However, we assert here
that electromagnetism bears a striking resemblance to sunsum. Although
electromagnetism has been largely understood by physics, there is no
reason why sunsum cannot be accepted as a similar natural phenomenon
as well.

Clinica l Relevanc e
Entertaining these African psychology constructs—sunsum, Dkra , nea atre
adwen, and so on—forces us to reexamine the universality of many of the
assumptions and models employed in Western psychology. For example,
how universal and relevant are the following Western psychology practices
to African descendants: criteria employed in assessment and diagnosis of
mental disorders; strategies employed to help clients interact more effectively with their environment; approaches to death and grieving; indications of positive and negative treatment outcomes; emphasis placed on
behavior, cognition, emotion, and biology in conceptualization, assessment, and treatment of the person; and target of interventions. What is the
value added of African constructs and epistemology, particularly for those
of African ancestry for whom cultural retentions keep these principles alive
subconsciously and consciously?
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Tabl e 6.1

African-Centere d Conceptualization s of the Self and
Consciousnes s

Variable

African-Centered Description

Clinical Relevance

Sense of self

Derived from one' s connectio n
to other s (physica l and spiritual) ;
it is not an individua l dynami c

Feelings
(Atenka)

Are as importan t as cognitive
proces s and provid e critica l
feedbac k to enhanc e functionin g
and decision makin g

Surviva l

Connecte d to personal ,
familial , communal , and
spiritua l tumi (power )

Examinatio n of the legacy
(biological, sociohistorical ,
and spiritual ) left to the
individua l and family; this
legacy can lead to
opportunitie s as well as
the need to addres s
unfinishe d busines s to
restor e harmon y and
balanc e to self, family,
and community .
The affective sensoriu m
becomes a condui t of
informatio n and
illumination . Wha t the
client "feels " abou t
somethin g may be mor e
tha n simple subjectiv e
emotiona l experienc e or
projection . It may reflect
knowledg e derive d beyond
sentien t proces s and is
wort h consideratio n in
client discours e and
decision making .
Reconfirm s importan t
principl e of
interconnectedness ;
add s anothe r dimensio n
to concept of persona l and
communit y empowerment .
Clinica l intervention s
aimed at separatio n and
individuatio n might do
well to reflect on the
implication s of such a
strateg y for Africa n
Americans . Disconnectio n
could be a direc t threa t to
persona l and family
tumi and survival .
(Continued)
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Tabl e 6.1 Continued

Variable

African-Centered Description

Clinical Relevance

Languag e

Th e spoke n wor d is power ,
is an art , is lade n with
levels of meaning .

Tim e

Fluidit y of past , present ,
an d futur e

Univers e

Interconnectednes s an d huma n
being s ar e critical . Th e univers e
an d huma n being s ar e mirro r
image s of each other ; to kno w
th e working s of th e univers e is
to kno w th e inne r working s of
th e huma n bein g an d vice versa .

Add s ne w dimensio n to
th e us e of speech . Wha t
you say an d ho w you say
it matters . Further , in an
Africa n worldview , speech
ha s physica l power to
caus e an d create .
Examinin g th e impac t of
others ' speech on client
well-bein g ma y b e
relevant . Wh o is sayin g
wha t an d wha t does thi s
mea n psychologicall y an d
spirituall y to th e recipien t
of ba d speech .
Th e presen t is th e pas t an d
th e future . Th e futur e can
be know n in th e presen t to
infor m or alte r th e future .
Dreams , intuitio n
(precognition) , an d atenka
(vibrator y feelings) ar e
commo n pathway s to
futur e an d pas t knowledge .
Provide s existentia l
groundin g to th e
individual ; a tool of
empowermen t as th e
individua l come s to
recogniz e tha t th e answer s
to all thei r question s an d
th e power to resolv e all
thei r dilemma s ar e
containe d withi n them .
Thei r abilit y to connec t to
th e variou s aspect s of th e
univers e (cosmos , nature ,
living an d nonlivin g
matter ) increas e thei r
capacit y to ta p int o thi s
knowledg e an d healin g
power .

(Continued)
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Tabl e 6.1 Continued
Variable

African-Centered Description

Clinical Relevance

Deat h

Th e beginnin g of anothe r phas e
of existence ; relationshi p
betwee n th e departed an d th e
physicall y living can be
maintained ; importanc e of
rememberin g an d bein g
remembere d

Ca n be usefu l in th e
grievin g proces s as th e
client uses th e knowledg e
tha t th e departed hav e
departe d only fro m th e
physica l realm , not th e
real m of existence .
Knowin g tha t the y ar e abl e
to maintai n a relationshi p
with thos e wh o hav e
transitione d furthe r affect s
resolutio n of th e grievin g
process .

Wort h (value s
an d character )

Relate d to values ; connectio n to
an d contributio n to community ;
wha t one does with persona l
possessions , not th e mer e
collection of persona l possession s

Ethic s an d moral s ar e
paramoun t withi n th e
Africa n America n
communit y (Gyekye , 1995).
Value s ar e pattern s
or form s of life,
behavior , practice , or
though t tha t ar e held an d
maintaine d b y a peopl e as
most worthwhil e an d
desirable . The y guid e
peopl e in thei r thought s an d
actions . Social solidarity ,
harmony , an d cooperatio n
ar e value s of grea t
importanc e to Africa n
people . Proverb s ar e a
usefu l tool to teach ,
examine , an d reflec t on
variou s ethica l standards .

How does the preceding discussion of Dkra , sunsum, nkrabea, and others
relate to the issue of praxis in the treatment of African American clients? We
must begin at the level of conceptualization. The goodness of treatment and
treatment fit relies heavily on the assessment and conceptualization in which
it is grounded. The African-centered constructs provide the clinician with a
broader lens from which to understand and assess client dynamics. As a
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first step bridge to praxis, we begin with the question posed by Parham,
White, and Ajamu (1999): "How do African Americans construct their
design for living and what patterns do they use to interpret reality?" They
further suggest that the African American design for living can be seen in
the adherence to particular value systems reflected in the following variables: sense of self, feelings, survival, language, time, universe, death, and
worth. These eight variables provide a useful point of departure to examine
the clinical relevance of an African-centered model of praxis. As illustrated
in Table 6.1, using an African-centered frame for understanding the client
provides the clinician with many more avenues for understanding, engaging, interpreting, and intervening with the African American client than is
immediately accessible through the Western schema.

Conclusio n
Turner and Kramer (1995) have shown us that racism and mental health
connect with each other in at least seven major ways and these connections
are themselves interrelated. Racism is exhibited in
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

definition s of menta l healt h an d illness;
theorie s of th e etiology of menta l illness;
th e evaluatio n proces s (assessmen t an d diagnosis) ;
th e provisio n of direc t services ;
th e organizin g an d structurin g of menta l healt h institution s an d programs ;
researc h carrie d out to understan d th e menta l healt h problem s of racia l
groups ;
th e trainin g of menta l healt h professional s to provid e direc t servic e an d orga nize interventio n programs .

In addition, what diagnosticians regard as abnormal behavior cannot
be separated entirely form their own cultural backgrounds—including
their educational experiences and the professional orientations that
provide frameworks for both definition and judgment of mental illness and
health (Turner & Kramer, 1995). European American counseling and psychotherapy tend to assume universal (etic) applications of their psychology
to the exclusion of culture-specific (emic) views (Trimble, 1990). What has
been proposed here is further conceptual development of the emic view. In
that regard, what this discussion has not done is provide the Westerntrained practitioner with simple steps to follow that will permit intervention
at the level of preterrational consciousness, develop the capacity of his or
her sunsum, or interpret the contents of dae (dreams) from an African
frame of reference. Rather, readers are invited to
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expan d th e rang e of thei r conceptualization s of th e essence, elements , an d
function s of th e self an d consciousness ;
provid e an atmospher e in treatmen t tha t is open to thi s level of realit y an d
analysis ;
provid e an atmospher e receptiv e to th e client' s preterrationa l experiences .

Inclusion of such data could contribute immensely to a client's resolution of presenting problems. This chapter is also an invitation to the discipline of psychology to expand its purview of human behavior to reflect
the worldviews of a broader segment of the human race rather than the
delimited view of Euorpean American concepts of reality and human
psychological functioning. Sue and Sue (1999) advise that if counselors
and therapists are to provide meaningful help to culturally diverse populations, they must reach out and acquire new understandings. An Africancentered understanding of the self and consciousness is offered here. This
culturally based understanding could lead to what Sue and Sue agree must
happen next, the development of new culturally effective helping
approaches.
The Akan illustration of an African-centered model of human
psychological function and consciousness can take us one step closer to the
development of a culturally effective helping approach with African
Americans. What it offers are new tools for conceptualization from which
praxis must stem. In the emerging African-centered paradigm, we see that
to be maximally effective in the healing process with the African American
client, the practitioner must connect at least five things:
1. Spiritua l realitie s
2. Cultura l realitie s
3. Historica l realitie s
4. Sociocultura l realitie s
5. Politica l an d racia l realitie s

Within an African conceptualization, consciousness reflects the combined influence of the soul, spirits, ancestral influences, and destiny as well
as the factors typically ascribed to consciousness in Western schemas (biology, subneural biology and neuroscience, quantum physics, cognition,
function, and cultural-environmental factors). Here, spiritness is as important as the physical manifestation of self. In the African-centered model,
preterrational spiritual processes are a necessary building block in the construction of any model of consciousness. These spiritual aspects of self are
central to the essence and expression of all forms and stages of consciousness and human psychological functioning. Within this context, reality is
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that which exists independent of the sentient observer and knowledge
reflects a combination of perception and conception. Perception is the information garnered, in normal states of consciousness, through sentient means
and the interpretation of sensed data. Conception is the manipulation of this
data into meaningful abstractions that approximate what we believe to be
"reality" (Grills, in press). Knowledge, and in part functional consciousness
or awareness, is simply the collection of perceptions and conceptions. In this
African cultural model, there are degrees of approximation to true "reality"
that can be understood by an explanation of the essence, expression, and
functions of consciousness operating at the rational and preterrational levels.
Theories of quantum consciousness most closely approximate our initial impression of what might be an Akan concept of the essence and
expression of consciousness. In the double-aspect theory, a common substance or reality from which mind and matter or the mental and physical
arise does exist. This substance-reality is "quantum reality." In the African
sense, that quantum reality is spirit-energy, perhaps the sunsum referred to
earlier. The source and origin of this energy is Onyakopon (God). God and
the notion of cosmological consubstantiation (everything is made of the
same spiritual interconnectedness) are the most basic components of
African philosophy and psychology. As a result, for many African cultures,
science and the spiritual are inextricably linked; spirituality is a reflection
of science and science is a reflection of spirituality.
An understanding of the Akan and similar African schemas of the
elements of human beingness should contribute significantly to African
psychology's articulation of the core aspects of self and models of health
promotion and intervention. It will also aid African people in the process of
self-definition, mental and spiritual liberation, and empowerment. Using
the Akan schema, the African American client can be engaged in the question, "Who am I in ways that differ from Western psychotherapy?" The trajectory of clinical questions to supply an answer consistent with an African
conceptualization begins not with a consideration of genetics, environmental influence, personality, cognitive style, and learning. It begins with an
identification of the divine source of one's being. It begins with a recognition of (a) the spiritual dimensions of the self, both personal and familial;
(b) the connection to the community in the historical and contemporary
sense; and (c) family origins (ancestral and contemporary). This is further
supplemented by examination of genetics, environment, personality, cognitive predisposition, learning, and so forth. Further, it begs the question of
character and moral fiber. Among the Akan and Africans in general, health
and disease are inextricably connected with social behavior and moral
conduct (Ackah, 1988; Twumasi, 1975).
What emerges from the Akan schema is the realization that within the
African conceptualization of self there can be no " I " without a "we." The
multidimensionality of self brings an appreciation for the layers of
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Self-Awarenes s

Who Am I?
Where in the World Am I?
How in the World Did I Get There?
Psychological Awareness of Self
1. Who ar e you?
2. Ho w did you come to know tha t thi s is wha t you are ?
3. Is thi s wha t you wan t to be?
4. Is thi s all tha t you will be?
5. Wha t make s you you? Wha t make s you a human being!
6. Ar e you jus t like everybod y else or ar e you like no one else or ar e you both!
7. Accordin g to your Africa n ancestors , befor e enslavement , wha t ar e some
of th e critica l feature s of your personality!
8. Wh o would you most like to be like an d why?
9. Wha t ar e your values! Wha t is importan t to you in life?
10. By wha t principles in life do you live?

Ancestral Awareness of Self
1. Who ar e your people ?
2. Hav e you studied thei r lives an d learned th e lessons of thei r lifes'
experiences ?
3. Do you venerate thei r memor y an d respec t thei r memory , sacrifice , an d
struggle ?

Spiritual Awareness of Self
1. Who ar e you spiritually ?
2. Ho w do you relate to the spirit tha t is you, tha t is withi n you?
3. Do you respect the spirit tha t is you , which is an extensio n of th e divine ?
How ?

Destiny-Purpose Awareness of Self
1. Why ar e you here ?

2. Wha t did you come to accomplish in your personal development!
3. Wha t obstacles or challenges mus t you overcome ?
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insight that must be brought to bear in any understanding of who a person
is, what he or she does, and why. This multidimensional self is sociohistorical, psychological, ancestral, spiritual, and existential (in the form
of destiny-purpose). Table 6.2 presents some of the questions contained
within dimensions that contribute to a full comprehension or awareness of
the myriad factors that contribute to human psychology and agency. These
dimensions of the self also point to sources of psychological distress and
the potential foci of psychological intervention and healing.
7

Notes
1. An obosom (singular ) is a spiri t or deity . Aboso m (plural ) can interven e in th e daily ,
life of individuals , families , an d communities .
2. Mor e mus t b e said abou t th e significan t rol e playe d by mogy a in maintainin g th e
integrit y of th e self. Th e perso n you see is a physica l manifestatio n of an essentia l spiritua l
trinit y mad e up of okra , sunsum , an d mogya , a homogeneous , spiritua l whol e in essence . Thi s
conform s to th e Aka n thinker' s holisti c conceptio n of reality . Th e mogy a or bloo d tha t course s
throug h th e vein s of th e livin g huma n bein g is vita l to existence . Th e ter m mogy a is compose d
of th e tw o morph s mo an d gya. "Mo " translate s int o Englis h as th e plura l for m of th e secon d
persona l pronou n "you, " wherea s "gya " ha s tw o meanings . It can eithe r mea n fire, as in dum
gya no (extinguis h th e fire) or it can mea n "t o accompany, " as in Mee ko gya no Nkran (I am
accompanyin g him to Accra) . Interprete d thus , mogy a can eithe r mea n (a) your fire—the fire
tha t is in you an d (b) tha t whic h accompanie s you . Fro m these , we woul d like to suggest a definitio n of mogy a as "th e energ y (fire ) of your life tha t accompanie s you from th e tim e of your
birth. " Defined thus , we can plausibl y conceiv e of mogy a as a spiritua l elemen t (a force ) in
people . Th e pronouncement s of variou s Aka n sage s seem to suppor t thi s view.
Fro m notion s such as "th e food (e.g., th e energy-giver ) of th e Dkra, " an d th e
"dwelling-plac e of th e Dkra, " we can ask ho w likely it is for th e Dkr a to b e "sustained " or
"contained " b y a vessel tha t is purel y physical . But mor e important , wha t is implie d in all thi s
is a seemingl y indissolubl e bon d betwee n th e Dkra , sunsum , an d mogy a of a person . It appear s
to us , therefore , tha t for th e Aka n thinker , a perso n is essentiall y compose d of a spiritua l trin ity. Th e bloo d you see is not jus t a compoun d of whit e an d re d cells. It is th e physica l mani festatio n of a soul tha t act s as th e vita l forc e of huma n existence .
3. Othe r concept s tha t can infor m our understandin g of th e self ar e dae an d atenka. Da e
refe r to dreams . Dreams , as an altere d stat e of consciousness , ar e ver y importan t in th e Aka n
schema . It is whil e in th e drea m stat e tha t communicatio n will often occur with th e spiritua l
real m via th e sunsu m an d direc t informatio n from one' s Dkra . Th e majorit y of respondent s in
field interview s we conducte d with Aka n sage s indicate d tha t th e Dkr a reveal s informatio n to
th e perso n in dreams . Ther e wa s also considerabl e agreemen t tha t th e sunsu m is at work , literally , whe n on e is asleep . Essentially , th e min d is in contac t with sunsu m durin g sleep an d
one' s own sunsu m activel y travel s abou t in searc h of things , people , experience s tha t ar e
reveale d to you in sleep. It is believe d tha t th e min d in a wakefu l stat e canno t reac h int o cer tai n sphere s of existence . It can' t see beyon d th e physical . Yet knowledg e of som e realitie s in
th e nonphysica l real m is essentia l for a person' s effective functioning , henc e th e necessar y
drea m stat e activit y of sunsum . Dreams , beyon d th e mer e cognitiv e an d res t functio n note d in
Wester n psychology , provid e a typ e of revelatio n tha t can com e from severa l source s (Dkra ,
ancestors , abosom ) an d th e recipien t of th e informatio n from thes e source s is sunsum . Thes e
source s ar e also importan t in th e illness an d healin g process , providin g diagnosti c an d treat men t informatio n to patien t an d healer .
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Atenk a mean s to "feel " in a metaphysica l sense, to hav e a premonition . If an event
occur s an d an Aka n ha d though t of it or ha d a premonition , he or she use s thi s ter m to describ e
thi s foreknowledge . Atenk a specificall y mean s vibration . It relate s to immediat e awarenes s of
somethin g in an intuitiv e sense. Thos e wh o ar e spirituall y initiate d hav e mor e atenk a tha n th e
ordinar y person , bu t all peopl e hav e th e capacit y to acquir e knowledg e throug h th e mechanis m
of atenka .
4. Thi s is referre d to as a pseudo-individuate d self becaus e in Africa n conceptualiza tions , one is never disconnecte d from th e communit y of family , neighbors , ancestors , spirits ,
an d th e Divin e sourc e of existence .
5. M y student s share d th e following examples : Y. took his mothe r shoppin g for a ceiling
fan . He took th e fan to his car an d "something " told him to pu t th e fan in th e bac k seat of his
car . H e decide d to ignor e thi s though t an d pu t th e packag e in his front trun k wher e he alway s
store s his things . As he drov e his mothe r home , th e hoo d flew open , shatterin g his windshield .
V., a student , mad e plan s to bu y a ne w desk with som e of her financia l aid money . She bud geted exactl y $150.00 for th e purchas e of a desk . Whe n th e check arrived , V. went straigh t
awa y to th e stor e to look for her desk despit e a naggin g voice insid e suggestin g tha t she not
go out an d bu y a desk . She went anywa y an d ra n int o one obstacl e afte r another , from one
stor e to th e next , whic h prevente d her from buyin g a desk . She cam e hom e sulkin g an d parke d
her car in a spot tha t she mean t to be temporary . Her car wa s towed an d th e expens e for its
retur n wa s $150.00.
6. In th e Africa n deep structur e of culture , ther e ar e man y realm s of existenc e tha t
Ayoad e (1979) refer s to as th e material-rationa l real m an d th e nonmateria l real m tha t can be
accessed throug h preterrationa l consciousness . "Preter " is a prefi x meanin g "beyond " or
"mor e than " or "past. " Preterrationa l consciousnes s mean s consciousnes s beyon d mer e
rationa l method s an d is base d on processe s tha t ar e indicativ e of a highe r mind . In thi s preter rationa l schema , th e min d can look simultaneousl y at th e future , present , an d past , an d possi bly influenc e all. Thi s quantu m consciousnes s is an everyday , commonplac e occurrenc e in
Afric a an d is believe d to be a cultura l retentio n amon g man y Africa n Americans .
7. A simila r conclusio n woul d be draw n from othe r Africa n schema s such as th e Yorub a
concep t of th e perso n (enyiari) with its concept s of th e divin e breat h (emi), soul (emi plu s
ori\ shado w (ojiji), guardia n spiri t (on) , deitie s (orisa), persona l destin y (ayanmo ipin)\ heart spiritua l sourc e of emotio n (okan), an d ancestor s (egun), or th e Bantu' s concept s of huma n
kin d (mu-ntu), or th e Igb o with thei r concep t of th e soul (chi), ancestor s {eke), shado w (onyinyo),
or th e Tong a in Zambi a an d thei r concep t of umuuya (tha t whic h force s peopl e to behav e in
specia l way s in keepin g with th e spirit) , or th e Dogon concep t of th e perso n (dime).
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Counselin g Model s for Africa n
American s
Th e Wha t an d Ho w of Counselin g
Thomas A. Parham

Given the substantial increase in the literature devoted to counseling
culturally different people in general (Lee & Richardson, 1991; Locke,
1992; Paniagua, 1994; Ponterotto, Casas, Sazuki, & Alexander, 1995; Sue &
Sue, 1999) and African Americans in particular, it is surprising to know
how many clinicians and academicians feel stuck in articulating specific,
and effective, strategies for interventions with this population. Although a
number of reasons could be sited for this dilemma, I am prone to believe
that the culprit lies in the focus.
When I refer to the "focus," I want to suggest that our training from
traditional programs has led us to believe that the clinical and counseling
skills learned can and should be applicable to all populations. Our newfound sensitivity to more culturally sensitive counseling methods, which
ideally has been gained after reading the previous chapters, should remind
us that this assumption can no longer be embraced. In fact, scholars representing other cultural groups have issued similar cautions. Yang (1997), for
example, in delineating a series of "yes" and "no" assertions in support of
an indigenous psychology, suggests that clinicians and researchers alike
should not habitually and uncritically adapt Western psychological concepts, nor should they adopt any cross-cultural research strategy with a
Western-dominant imposed etic or pseudo-etic approach. As such, I suspect that many clinicians are now, or maybe in the future will be, caught in
a quandary about how to best serve their clients and how to employ the
most effective intervention strategies.
100
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Further complicating the question of how to serve African American
clients is the realization that some clinicians may have participated in a
course on multicultural counseling. There they might have been exposed to
a didactically oriented "shotgun approach" to instruction in which the
course was comprised of various theories and issues concerning multiple
ethnic and cultural groups. Without even the slightest hint of culturally specific clinical training to supplement the course, most participants are still
left wondering how to intervene therapeutically.
As a therapist and healer, my own experience suggests that two of
the most important questions in counseling are "what" and "how." Consequently, strategies for intervention must include discussions of both what
needs to happen and how it needs to happen in order to achieve desired
therapeutic outcomes. Too often our focus is centered on what we need to
do (i.e., be culturally sensitive) but stops short of describing "how" we need
to do something. Having now been exposed to the wealth of information on
African culture, personality, and consciousness in the previous chapters, it
is now appropriate to turn our attention from theory to application. First,
let's look at what needs to happen in counseling situations by examining
the role and function of the therapist.

Th e Role and Task of Helper s and Healer s
It is not unusual for young counseling students and even some professionals to approach the task of helping with great anticipation. After all, they
are anxious to lend whatever expertise they have acquired to the resolution
of the clients' presenting concerns. However, the desire to initiate a therapeutic relationship needs to be tempered until the clinician has taken the
opportunity to examine more closely her or his role vis-a-vis the client.
Earlier in the text, it was mentioned that in many counseling situations the
role of the clinician is guided by theoretical orientation as well as the
beliefs about how and why clients will experience some relief and resolution. Remember that for some, relief will occur through an exploration of
residual baggage or an unresolved developmental task from childhood.
For others, relief will come by fostering a supportive therapeutic environment that allows the client to reexperience an atmosphere of empathy, genuiness, and unconditional positive regard. Still others will seek to challenge
irrational beliefs that are believed to instigate excessive feelings of anger,
anxiety, guilt, or depression, which in turn diminish a client's capacity to
effectively deal with life's situations. Irrespective of the theoretical orientation chosen, each has a specific set of culturally based assumptions
around which the clinician organizes his or her intervention strategies.
In a similar fashion, you now ideally understand that those who work
with clients of African descent need to anchor their intervention strategy in
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a set of culturally specific assumptions that inform both the direction of
the therapeutic intervention and the role of the healer in facilitating that
outcome. In fact, those assumptions articulated in earlier chapters of this
book provide the lens through which we come to better understand our role
as therapists.
Traditional definitions describe therapists as individuals who are
trained to assist their clients with understanding and resolving life's
circumstances that have led them to experience some measure of emotional
distress (Ohlsen, 1983). Therapists, counselors, and psychologists—because
they differ from lay people or friends—are expected to use an array of skills
and techniques that are intended to facilitate some desired therapeutic outcome. Included among these skills and techniques are listening, attending, interpreting, questioning, paraphrasing, summarizing, giving feedback,
mild confrontation, goal setting, teaching, diagnosing, and conceptualizing
(Ohlsen, 1983).
Although it can be argued that these skills are essential to any mental
health helping professional, it may be a stretch to assume that these are the
only skills needed to facilitate the therapeutic process in which African
American clients are seen. Recognition of this reality is provided by
Atkinson and Wampold (1993), who suggest that White counselors and
therapists working with culturally different (and by extension African
American) clients need to bring a special sensitivity and competence to a
therapeutic relationship. Although the issue of who certifies the standard of
sensitivity and competence is a subject for further debate, there is little
argument that these assets are a necessary part of the therapeutic interaction. Consequently, one of those competencies (assets) is the awareness of
one's role as a healer.
Remember that healers are individuals who participate with the client
in confronting the client's mental, physical, emotional, behavioral, and
spiritual debilitation. In rendering African traditions and constructs relevant to contemporary African American needs, Hilliard (1997) reminds us
that the task of the healer is to heal thyself, remember the past, access the
spirit, and confront the maafa. In addition to these activities, remember
that the role and task of a healer is to access and incorporate wisdom into
their own lives. Fu-Kiau (1991) also helps us to understand the role and
function of a therapist. In remembering that the essence of all things is
spirit and that the spirit is energy and life force, that life force in each
person constitutes a self-healing power. Thus, therapy becomes a process
or vehicle in which individuals are helped to engage in a regeneration of
their self-healing power. The transformative process of therapy, then, is an
art of transforming a frown into a smile, a cry into laughter, self-doubt into
self-confidence, personal isolation into social connectedness, mistrust
into trust and responsible risk taking, and even silence and hesitation into
articulate words.
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Therapeuti c Interventio n
Thinking about intervening with a client in therapy, as a whole, can be a bit
overwhelming for new, or even experienced, professionals. Therefore, it is
sometimes helpful to collapse the exercise into more manageable, yet
meaningful, parts. Allow me to illustrate with a case example.
Cas e Stud y
Melinda (a pseudonym) is a 15-year-old African American female
high school student referred to therapy by her parents. They are concerned
about what they describe as a depressed mood and the possibility of some
suicidal ideation. Melinda shares with you that she is moody and temperamental and has some difficulty sustaining friendships. She also finds herself striking out at others for no apparent reason other than to hurt them.
She has been in therapy twice before with Caucasian therapists, but each
time her counseling was discontinued prematurely because of a failure to
bond with the therapist. Despite that history, she wants to work on her emotional self so that her feelings stay more intact.
Assuming you have conducted a lethality rating with this client and it
is low-negative, how might you proceed with Melinda to get her to really
engage in the therapy process and develop a relationship with you? If we
expect therapy to be a beneficial endeavor, how do we make the process
more manageable?
In the initial stage of the treatment, a therapist usually tries to accomplish several things. What we want to do is (a) connect with our client;
(b) facilitate his or her awareness; and (c) help the client in goal setting. In
addition, we want to consider issues of assessment, helping clients instigate
change, and allow some space for feedback and accountability. Given these
priorities, we can now be clear about "what" we wish to accomplish in the
therapeutic sessions. The next step then involves delineating exactly "how"
we wish to accomplish these outcomes, using some specific strategies and
techniques that are grounded in culturally based assumptions anchored in
African-centered cultural norms and traditions.
It is important, at this point, that you have a thorough understanding of
the African traditions and philosophical orientations that guide our work.
You may recall from previous chapters that the ontological principle of consubstantiation has a central focus in African culture. The construct is meant
to describe a belief that elements of the universe are of the same substance,
that people and materials in the world are interrelated, and that all are governed by similar laws of nature and the universe. Whether your object of
attention is a plant, insect, or, in this case, a human being, each is interrelated
by three core conditions. All have the capacity to grow, all have the capacity
to regenerate, and all have the capacity for self-preservation (Nobles, 1986).
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Now, if we believe that these core conditions (capacities) have
importance for the health and wellness of African descent clients, then our
therapeutic work should be guided by recognizing that these conditions
should be our compass for navigating our way through the therapeutic maze.
First, let's explore "what" we desire to achieve in our work with clients.
Connectin g with Client s
Among the myriad therapeutic tasks that confront the service provider,
perhaps nothing is more important than establishing a relationship or connecting with our clients. Irrespective of one's clinical intuition or diagnostic conclusions, no effective work can occur without the development of a
bond between the therapist and the client participants. In this context, service providers must recognize that the "bond" is a sacred thing, not to be
taken lightly. It is at once the essence of trust, security, risk, vulnerability,
sharing, commitment, and reciprocity. But how do we develop and nurture
this bond? I believe that we must begin with an analysis of the cultural
assumptions we make about relationships in general.
One of those assumptions is that relationships are fundamentally an
interchange of spiritual energy and the clinician must tap into that energy
and connect with it. Unfortunately, our material orientation to reality
allows us to believe that relationships are formed with a mere handshake or
by visiting one's office. This European-centered orientation to reality focuses
on the physical-material realm rather than the spiritual. There is a tendency
to maintain some objective distance between the provider and the client so
that emotional and professional boundaries are enforced. As a consequence, relationships are often reduced to the initiation of physical contact
rather than the joining of intellect, affect (emotion), and spirit in an atmosphere of harmony. Given that many of the African American clients we see
are likely to appreciate more genuine connections, they may respond to a
style that seeks to access their affective and spiritual core rather than
simply the behavioral and physical dimensions of the personality.
Assessmen t
In the context of our traditional psychological and counseling training,
we are taught that assessment is a systematic procedure used to ascertain
qualitative and quantitative information on a specific person or attribute. It
provides for both the measurement of a specific variable as well as an interpretation about what the data collected means. Assessment can involve the
use of a specific screening tool, such as a test or measurement instrument,
or something as simple as personal visual or auditory observations. In a culturally relevant sense, assessment allows the clinician to better understand
both the diagnostic possibilities that surround a particular circumstance and
the nature of the distress the client might be experiencing.
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In assessing the psychological aspects of African descent people, care
should be taken to avoid too much focus on identifying pathology and psychological debilitations rather than a more balanced approach that recognizes more positive aspects like strength, resilience, and resourcefulness.
Consequently, beyond the traditional methods of assessment, it is important
for us as clinicians to use our inherent sensitivities to better understand our
clients (Paniagua, 2000). Also, we must both acknowledge and gauge the
unspoken words, the unexpressed emotions in their body language, and the
unconscious attitudes and beliefs expressed in their behaviors.
Facilitatin g Awarenes s
Awareness involves recognition of the forces that shape, color, or otherwise exert influence on the physical, psychological, and spiritual aspects
of our being. Facilitating that recognition may involve helping our clients
to be heard and understood. Often clients come to therapy not only frustrated by the situation they currently confront but also believing that they
can't seem to find significant others in their lives who will listen to and
understand that message.
Facilitating awareness also involves helping clients to understand their
language. The messages clients share with us are often comprised of surface structure and deep structure meanings. Consequently, probing to the
more deep structure meaning of the words they use and the tones they use
to express them will undoubtedly create new and deeper understandings.
Awareness is also heightened when clinicians can assist the client in
exploring the dynamics of the past, current, and anticipated circumstances.
Discovering how our experiences in life color and shape how we engage
current situations and mentally plan for future ones is important as well.
Another element that helps to facilitate awareness is helping clients to
access and manage their pain by acknowledging their fears. Fear, however
natural to the human condition, alerts our beings to the potential for harm.
Fear often incapacitates people from living life the way they would prefer.
Clinicians must help their clients understand how that process occurs in
their lives. In addition, facilitating awareness requires that we assist our
clients to become more honest with their feelings. Often, people question
their right to have emotional responses to life circumstances as well as the
appropriateness of sharing those feelings with others, or even acknowledging them themselves. Awareness comes through verbalizing our thoughts
and feelings in ways that are clear, truthful, and genuine.
Settin g Goal s
Goal setting within the context of therapy is extremely important. In
fact, it is one of the most critical aspects of a therapist's work. Generally,
goal setting focuses on defining a desired outcome and establishing
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some standard (i.e., time frame) that facilitates movement toward its
realization. It can involve the outlining of general goals (e.g., feeling less
depressed about life) or the articulation of very specific goals (e.g.,
exploring the racial-ethnic identity component of one's personality).
Setting goals in a therapeutic sense is absolutely critical, but the process
of crystallizing goals will require elements of realism, specificity (including cultural specificity), and perseverance. That said, it is also important to
realize that goals, in some respects, can be statements of aspiration when
couched in terms of personal attributes or behavioral objectives. In this
regard, the goal(s) stated and the one(s) realized are likely the result of a
blended perspective on what the client and therapist are each trying to
achieve in relation to the other. Mention should also be made about the need
to blend the focus of our goal setting between intrapsychic phenomena and
sociocultural and environmental ones. This perspective acknowledges the
fact that not all client distress is intrapsychic; some of it is caused by the
oppressive, racist, discriminatory, and dehumanizing realities of the environment with which clients interact. Consequently, the target of our therapeutic intervention must likewise be sociocultural and environmental.

Takin g Actio n an d Instigatin g Chang e
If goal setting for the client and therapist involve defining a particular
outcome, then taking action and instigating change are the procedural
aspects for getting there. Taking action and instigating change involve both
the commitment (conscious intent) to do something specific and the followthrough in that desired action or behavior. Because action and change
involve psychological and behavioral dimensions, they require a personal
sense of confidence and empowerment as well as a specific set of skills that
the client is comfortable using. In a larger sense, however, a willingness to
"do something differently" is related to both action and change. In fact,
Nobles (1986) discusses three cultural dispositions that he believes are
imperative for African descent people to master. These include
• Improvisation —the
stanc e or event
• Transcendence —the
stanc e
• Transformation —the
experienc e

proces s of spontaneousl y creatin g a particula r circum abilit y to rise above or go beyond a particula r circum abilit y to alter or modify the qualit y of an

These cultural dispositions are affected by a client's and therapist's belief
in human possibility and potential, as well as a client's ability to maintain
movement and momentum in the face of challenge and controversy.
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Feedbac k an d Accountabilit y
Feedback is a process of providing information to clients about how
well they are achieving their goals. It helps them to understand, in specific
terms, the progress they are making on specific tasks, and particular places
where they might be falling short. Feedback is an essential ingredient in
therapeutic progress because the process itself provides the receiver of the
information with opportunities to further engage the change process
through periodic review and renewal of commitment.
Feedback must also be understood within the context of reciprocity.
Such information is not only directed at the client through the therapist, but
must also be given to the therapist by the client. In that way, clinicians
know what a client is experiencing in the moment, but more important,
what a client has found facilitative or not helpful about particular aspects of
therapy. Feedback also helps to reinforce the notion of "aspiring to perfectability." Clients are reminded that successful interventions rarely occur
as a single moment in time but rather in a series of successive steps, each
of which brings a client closer to her or his goal.
Having now discussed what needs to happen in therapy, let us now turn
our attention to the question of how we hope to achieve those outcomes.
The task here is to provide you, the reader, with a set of skills and competencies that can be used to achieve some measure of success during the
phases of the therapy process outlined above. Please refer to Table 7.1 for
review during this section.

Connectin g Wit h Client s
Several techniques help to assist the therapist in joining with, or otherwise
establishing a relationship with, the client. I would invite you to consider
the following as examples.
Using Ritua l
When used in the therapeutic context, ritual has potential to facilitate
a process of joining or connecting for the therapist and client by helping
each to develop a collective consciousness around the issue at hand.
"Ritual" may be uncomfortable for some, and as such, it is important to
recognize our own biases and assumptions about them and how such
biases influence our willingness to employ this technique. They are not
intended to evoke some sort of mystical hocus-pocus. Rather, rituals are
used merely in an effort to assist the therapist in connecting with the
client. Rituals can range from basic to elaborate. They can be as simple
as a handshake or as elaborate as pouring libations (usually water) to
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invite the spiritual presence of the creator and ancestors, or elders of the
family, into therapeutic space.
In considering which ritual to use in a given situation, care should be
taken to ensure that the technique is comfortable for both the client and the
service provider. Once considered, clinicians may be guided by their own
comfort zones.
Using Musi c
Maurice White (1998) of the musical R&B group "Earth, Wind and
Fire" wrote that music has the language of the soul. It seeks to communicate
its message to everyone who is open to receiving it. Music is comprised of
vocal and instrumental sounds with rhythms, melody, and harmony. In the
therapy session, music stimulates the senses so that the person's auditory
organs process the music impulses. The sounds that result from the music
stimulate feelings as each person seeks to align his or her awareness with
the rhythm of the beat. Rhythms and beats, in turn, provoke a spiritual
awakening that helps to establish the proper mood for the therapy session.
Music also becomes central in the context of therapy because its rhythms
help to illustrate the need for sustaining movement and momentum in the
face of personal struggle. Much like there is a natural rhythm and order to
life, music helps the listener stylize space and time in a rhythmic way; it
helps a person to stay on the move spiritually, in the face of intellectual,
emotional, behavioral, or spiritual pain. This is the essence of the installation of hope.
Poetr y an d Pros e
Poetry is a language that stylizes words in a rhythmic pattern to reflect
the emotional experiences of the writer and reader. Through the use of
poetic verses and a sense of imagination, the writer and reader often engage
the content of the message through symbolic representations of the subject.
In a similar vein, poetry can serve as a stimulus to the client and therapist
by providing each with a language to express their affective and intellectual
sentiments, which relate to a particular issue.
Exhibitin g Congruen t Realnes s
The notion of "being real" seems almost common sense to most people,
yet I suspect that the prospect is more difficult that one might imagine.
Being real involves achieving a level of congruence between what we
intend to do in a particular situation and how we actually respond or act in
a particular moment. Being real invites the therapist to assume a posture of
vulnerability, as the shelter of degrees, title, and experiences give way to
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his or her more human side. In this way, service providers are able to
humbly engage clients on levels that are more genuine and egalitarian.
Sometimes this is expressed through self-disclosure on the part of the therapist or something more basic like facilitating a conversation about other
life events.
Bein g in th e Presen t Wit h a Clien t
The idea of being present-centered helps one to focus the shared energy
between the client and healer in the present rather than the past or future.
The immediacy of the moment provides the best gauge of how the client is
experiencing the circumstance for which treatment was sought. Being present also provides the healer with valuable feedback to pass on to the client.
However, rather than listen to and focus on the content of the message the
client is giving, attention should be directed at detailing and analyzing the
process dynamic, which is occurring in the therapy session itself.
Creatin g Ambianc e
Ambiance is about creating a mood or atmosphere in the therapy session that assists the client in locating a personal comfort zone. Attention to
this dimension of the process recognizes that individuals are, indeed, part
of a larger social context from which they cannot be separated. Ambiance
is created through cultural artifacts: music, artwork on the walls, smells,
or anything that helps to engage the senses in that search for comfort. For
example, a therapist might have a particular mask on display that might
symbolize different emotions. Similarly, he or she may have a particular
color scheme in the room or music playing that might invite the client
to access a particular level of affect based on the color scheme or song
represented.
Shiftin g Contex t an d Settin g
Traditional therapy in a Western-Eurocentric sense is usually conducted or located in a clinician's office or group room. Beyond the realm
of personal comfort, this practice helps to ensure the privacy and confidentiality of the session, particularly when the "art of therapy" is restricted
to individual conversation. In the African context, therapy can take the
form of conversation but also might take the form of walking, drumming,
laughing or crying, dancing, bathing, or even running. Therefore, because
all of the activities that contribute to healing rest within a larger social context, therapists and healers might become comfortable with relocating
therapy to other settings that allow the therapist to access those healing
venues and activities.
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Assessmen t
Several techniques contribute to a therapist's ability to accurately assess
what is going on with a client in the moment. The following skills are
offered as a way of assisting clinicians in making accurate and reliable
assessments.
Understandin g Cultura l Strength s
Strengths are those skills or attributes that allow an individual or group
to meet its needs. Strengths allow individuals to successfully confront and
meet the challenges and demands placed on them by the larger social context. Assessing strengths is important for therapists because, too often, our
theoretical orientations and our clinical intuitions are trained to only recognize, identify, and label pathology. However, being consistent with an
African-centered reality requires that one look at those variables that allow
a person to persevere through adversity as well as maintain some movement and momentum in the face of insurmountable obstacles.
Understandin g Clien t Distres s fro m a Culturall y
Centere d Fram e of Referenc e
In the African tradition, healers understand that there is a harmony,
balance, and rhythm to life. Distress occurs when clients find that their
energies related to the cognitive, affective, behavioral, or spiritual dimensions of their personality are out of alignment with each other. One must
also remember that, unlike traditional therapeutic approaches that assume
that the etiology of a client's distress to be an intrapsychic phenomenon, the
African-centered tradition recognizes the social, cultural, and environmental factors that affect the psyche of African descent people. Consequently,
a more holistic approach is required to truly understand client distress and
psychological debilitations.
Usin g Appropriat e Clinica l Instrument s
It is very difficult to accurately gauge or measure a particular construct
if the instruments or devices a therapist is using are ones that are not normed
and standardized on African descent people. Therefore, it is imperative for
the therapist to use clinical instruments that, at the very least, have been
modified by using more African-centered norms and standards, and, at best,
have been developed with an African-centered framework in mind.
Helpin g Client s an d Therapist s Anticipat e Setback s
Setbacks in life occur when present circumstances run contrary to expectations. For African descent people who focus more on a present-centered
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frame of reference, care should be taken to help them project into the
future in an attempt to explore both the possible negative and positive outcomes of a situation. In life, pain, struggle, and even tragedy are simply
parts of "paying one's dues." Consequently, anticipating setbacks may
help a client feel less frustrated when situations do not go as planned.

Facilitatin g Awarenes s
Specific techniques or skills that allow a therapist to increase a client's
awareness of the issues going on are numerous. The following are offered
as a way to assist therapists to achieve that goal.
Rephrasin g (Helpin g Client s Creativel y Synthesiz e Opposites )
In the African tradition, there is an expression that simply says "life at
its best is a creative synthesis of opposites in fruitful harmony." In essence,
this pearl of wisdom speaks to the necessity of helping clients balance their
conversations about emotional distress with an awareness of the more
positive aspects of that experience that is part and parcel of helping an
individual arrive at the particular space he or she is currently at.
Understandin g Functiona l Behavior s
In the African tradition, it is believed that all behavior is functional,
that specific thoughts, feelings, and actions are intended to meet particular
needs which emerge for the client at a particular moment in time. This skill
requires a therapist to focus less on why a client might engage in a specific
behavior and more on what a client might derive from behaving or responding in a particular way. Consequently, we as healers must concern ourselves less with why a person does something and more with what he or she
gets out of certain behaviors.
Reflectin g
Reflecting is related to the capacity for feedback, which allows the
therapist or healer to give back to the client the essence of what he or she
has shared in that moment. In addition, the feedback is characterized by a
level of emotional or spiritual content that provides meaning and insight for
the client of which he or she might have been previously unaware.

Assessin g Spiritua l Energ y
Because African-centered therapists and healers understand that "whatever is, is in the first place spirit," they will know how important spiritual
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energy is in the life of a particular client. Facilitating awareness requires
that a therapist be in touch with a client's spiritual energy and be able to
assess that energy across domains (positive, negative) and intensity (high,
medium, low). Because spirit is fundamentally energy and life force,
therapists are required to understand where a client's energy level is and
how he or she can access their self-healing power (Fu-Kiau, 1991). As
Fu-Kiau reminds us, patients are like cars with batteries and are sometimes
in varying needs of intervention in order to make them run properly. For
some, the battery requires a simple jump start in order to reengage the
vehicle. In other cases, the vehicle requires an extensive mechanical overhaul to put it back into running order. Similarly, human beings are known
to have a reservoir of energy that requires tapping into and reviewing in
order to ascertain where they are in their spiritual space.
Helpin g Client s Understan d Thei r Languag e an d Value s
Helping clients understand their language and values is an important
skill as well. Because African-centered therapists believe that ideas are the
substance of behavior, helping clients to focus on the language they use in
a particular circumstance provides important insight and cues into what a
person is thinking and feeling.
Summarizin g
Summarizing as a skill helps the therapist consolidate facts, observations, and intuitions discussed previously into a concise statement for the
client. Beyond reflecting for the client the essence of their message they
have shared, summarizing helps the therapist remind the client of the holistic nature of our reactions to life circumstances, and how interventions must
be similarly structured.
Helpin g Client s Understan d Thei r Pai n
Clients oftentimes believe that emotional pain and distress are caused
by the situational phenomena that they are confronted with. It is likely,
however, that the particular situations have meaning and import for clients
beyond the circumstances themselves and those dimensions of a problem
must be thoroughly explored in order for clients to understand their pain. In
essence, clients must be assisted with the process of not simply acknowledging their emotional feelings but rather digging deep into the cognitive
processes that give meaning to life events.
Using Metapho r
Metaphors are merely figures of speech in which those phrases are
used to suggest a similarity or likeness between the person or incident in
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question and the language being used. This figurative language is an
important part of therapy because metaphor helps to identify deeper meanings in situations because the analogies used stimulate understanding at
different levels.
Explorin g th e Impac t of Social Force s on Clients Live s
9

Because individuals do not exist in a vacuum, therapists must also take
into account the sociocultural context in which clients are nurtured or
developed. The social forces I speak of here are those societal energies that
either perpetuate energy in a negative or positive way. For example, social
forces of racism, sexism, oppression, and discrimination would clearly
affect clients' lives in ways that would be meaningful for the therapeutic
interaction. Conversely, those whose lives have been affected by social
forces that engage struggle, instill hope, inspire optimism, and so on bring
with them a new level of awareness that is important for clients as well.
Analyzin g Defense s
Defenses are those qualities or attributes that help to protect the
integrity of the individual psyche from harm or disorder. Because human
beings have several needs (the need to grow, the need for self-preservation,
the need for regeneration), anything that threatens the stability of that
personality component will likely be defended by the individual. It is
important for therapists and clinicians alike to examine ways in which
individuals impede their growth possibilities by using specific defenses to
ward off apparent threats to their psyche.
Assignin g Reading s
Reading is another technique the therapist can use to facilitate a
client's awareness. The assignment of books and other periodicals allows
clients to engage in the discourse on a particular topic in meaningful
ways.
Helpin g Client s "Kno w Thyself "
One of the best things a therapist can do is help a client acquire more
insight into self-knowledge. Too often, the sense of self is anchored in a distorted sense of reality that hinders and impedes the ability to become a fully
actualized individual. Knowing oneself invites clients to discover aspects of
themselves they may have been unaware of. These dimensions might
include the personality (cognitive, affective, behavioral, spiritual, and biogenetic makeup), identity (answers to the questions "Who am I?" "Am I
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who I say I am?" "Am I all I ought to be?"), values (African-centered), or
even the dimensions of their character and potential (maat).

Settin g Goal s
Goals chart the course for healing. They help the client review those strategies that help to bring some relief of distress. Specific skills and techniques
that are associated with helping a client to set goals include the following.
Examinin g Culturall y Centere d Theoretica l Assumption s
Theories are sets of abstract concepts that we use to make sense out of
data that we see. In a culturally centered frame of reference, theoretical orientations serve as a road map that guide the clinician in setting specific
goals for the client. It is important here that clinicians understand what specific cultural assumptions they are using to conceptualize client dynamics
so that those assumptions can be used to assist the client in setting goals.

Becomin g a Subjectiv e Companio n
Traditional therapy teaches that counselors and clinicians must learn to
be objective outsiders. In an African-centered worldview, clinicians must
become subjective companions who articulate very clear, understandable,
and deliberate messages to their clients that reflect some level of adherence
to culturally based assumptions. It is not uncommon for a therapist or healer
to provide specific advice and counsel to the client rather than simply
listening.

Respectin g a Client' s Need for Distanc e
On particular occasions, clients will come into the therapy process with
a presentation of information that creates distance between themselves and
the actual event. Rather than focus on confronting clients about their need
for distance, African-centered therapists understand that healing can occur
in the third person, much like it can in the first person.
Reframin g
Another goal that is important for a therapist to use with clients is the
technique of reframing (teaching the skills of improvisation, transcendence,
and transformation). In this case, the therapist assists the client with
changing the structure or quality of a known experience into something that
is unknown and likely more beneficial for the client.
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Helpin g a Clien t Wit h a Culturall y
Correctiv e Experienc e
Therapists need to be culturally corrective, which requires the recognition of the interrelationship between the human organism and the law
of digestion. Because digestion is an innate process of discrimination and
analysis, the digestive system prefers to ingest food and then separates
out that which is good and stores it from that which is bad and needs to
be expelled. In a similar way, therapists must help clients understand
those cognitive, affective, behavioral, and spiritual dimensions of their
lives that they have absorbed or ingested into their minds, bodies, and
spirits that are unhealthy and lead to disorder. The goal of therapy then
becomes helping a client purge the thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and
energies that do not support and affirm the humanity of that individual
client.
Restorin g Balanc e
Another important goal is to restore balance and harmony to an individual. Life circumstances, and an individual's adaptation to it, can cause
an individual to become unbalanced in his or her energy flow. As such, the
restoration of balance is an important technique in helping an individual to
not simply synthesize opposites but to focus more creatively on balancing
the energies within his or her life.
Alignin g Consciousnes s Wit h One' s Destin y
Using the concept of ori-ire in goal setting is an important outcome
because African-centered therapists understand that one's thought
processes must be in tune and harmony with one's passions in life. This is
an important goal in therapy as well. Thus, exploring one's passion, as well
as those things that provoke a sense of urgency, are important.
Performin g Sankofa
Sankofa is a ritual that involves periodic rebirth and renewal. In the
context of a therapeutic setting, the goal of sankofa is to help an individual
return intellectually, emotionally, behaviorally, and spiritually to the source
of truth, harmony, and spiritual peace in their life.

Takin g Action and Instigatin g Chang e
The following skills can assist clients in doing something to confront their
circumstances.
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Empowerin g th e Clien t
The self-healing power in individuals is only partially realized if
clients restrict their power to self-revelation. African-centered therapists
provide encouragement and support for clients by helping them to believe
and engage in some type of movement and momentum that can help them
achieve some kind of change or mastery over a particular life circumstance.
Teachin g Client s to Proble m Solve
Problem solving is an absolute skill that can be taught to clients in
need. Clients are taught to identify an issue and then to analyze those components of their problem situation they have control over and those they do
not. Once identified, clients are encouraged to focus on those aspects of the
situation that appear to be under their direct control or influence.
Becomin g a Social Advocat e an d Enginee r
on Behal f of th e Clien t
Often, the etiology of a client's distress is not intrapsychic but rather
social, cultural, and environmental. If therapists are successful in helping
clients to facilitate some healing, they want to be careful about sending them
out into the environment still vulnerable to the same social pathology that
instigated their desire to come to therapy in the first place. As such, becoming an advocate and social engineer on behalf of the client requires that a therapist makes deliberate attempts to access social services, institutions, and
agencies on behalf of the client to help to transform those social entities into
institutions that have a greater benefit and utility to the clients we serve.

Feedbac k and Accountabilit y
These next skills are used to facilitate providing feedback and accountability for clients.
Examinin g Congruenc e Betwee n Goal s an d Outcome s
Examining congruence allows a therapist to reflect on a time line for
implementation that considers the level of progress made between stated
goals and achieved outcomes. Once determined, they can then continue to
encourage movement toward the desired outcome.
Examinin g Spiritua l Energ y an d Sense of Harmon y an d Balanc e
Because there is a rhythm and an order to life, therapists will need to
check back in with the client in order to examine how their spirit is doing
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and whether the individual has been able to achieve a sense of balance and
harmony in his or her life.
Rememberin g th e Notio n of "Bein g an d Becoming "
African-centered therapists understand that clients will sometimes get
frustrated at the lack of progress, believing that whatever debilitation they
came in to therapy with will be gone in an instant or after a short time. It is
important to help clients understand that because each personality is
endowed with the character of perfectibility, they must recognize the nature
of being and becoming. Thus, clients need to be assisted in understanding
that although they are in the moment, they are always in a state of becoming
more self-actualized.

Summar y
In this chapter, I have sought to analyze a therapeutic process from its most
common denominators. Clearly, practitioners and students alike struggle
with how to be more culturally competent when working with diverse populations. Competence is not simply an activity that you either do or don't
have but rather is a series of microskills that, when strung together, allow a
therapist or healer to be effective in the moment with clients who are culturally different. I argue that the role and task of healers is fundamentally
different in an African-centered reality. In addition, I have raised the notion
that the two most important questions in therapy are "what" and "how."
Consequently, those questions are used to create a model of skill development that are functional strategies and skills that both clinicians and students can use to be more effective with African American populations.
Last, in order to assist you, the reader, with this skill development process,
an African-Centered Assessment Form has been provided in Appendix A.
You are invited to use the scales to gauge your current and continued level
of skill development.
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Counselin g Africa n America n Father s
A Progra m for Active Involvemen t
Michael Connor

Having now focused on using specific skills and techniques for intervening
with African American clients, let us now turn our attention to the application of this knowledge with a specific subgroup of the population. My focus
here is on some promising work with African American fathers who, as a
group, represent a critical element in the mental health and viability of
African American families.
Donte (a pseudonym), a 23-year-old high school dropout with no relevant work experience, impregnated his girlfriend of three years. He was
taking courses at the local community college, with no focus at matriculating toward a degree. Donte enrolled in courses that he thought might be
interesting but tended to drop them after a few weeks when the class
requirements became more demanding. He took no exams, wrote no
papers, and only attended classes when convenient. He stayed at home with
his parents when he was not spending time at a girlfriend's home. He had
several girlfriends and throughout the relationship had been "cheating" on
the woman he had impregnated. He indicated she was unaware of the other
girlfriends and that she thought he was at his parents' home when not
with her. Donte's parents, although in a long-term relationship, have never
married. There are three children from this union. Both of his parents have
a college education and his father has maintained "outside relationships"
over the years. Apparently, his father came and went as he pleased, frequently not coming home for several days at a time. Donte indicates he has
a good relationship with his father and sees him as a "good man and role
model." He refuses to discuss how he feels about his parents' living
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arrangement, their having never been married, or how his mother might feel
about the situation.
Although Donte has never worked, he states he is pursuing his dream
of becoming "an entertainer." Specifically, he says he wants to be a rap star
or a deejay. He did enroll in a course for radio engineering and volunteered
some time working at a local public service radio station; however, there
have been no offers of employment in this chosen field. Donte has no medical insurance for himself or for his child. He has no car and either catches
rides with friends, uses public transportation, or drives his mother's car.
He occasionally gets money from his parents to give toward his child's
care. He did not attend any prenatal care visits, has never taken his child to
the doctor, has not prepared any meals for her, gone grocery shopping, or
purchased any clothing for her. He says he is able to care for her needs
but tends to have his mother feed, bathe, and change her when the baby is
with him.
The child delivered seven weeks early by cesarean section. She was
maintained in an incubator for the first six weeks of her life. Although
Donte was present at the hospital the night his daughter was born, he left
shortly after the birth to spend the night with another girlfriend "to celebrate his accomplishment." He did not visit his child during the six-week
stay in the hospital, saying that seeing her in an incubator made him "sad."
The child's mother was at the hospital daily for several hours interacting
with her child. Within eight weeks of the birth of his child, the child's
mother returned to work full time stating she did not want to accept welfare
benefits.
Jamal (a pseudonym), a 22-year-old high school dropout, impregnated
his girlfriend while in high school. Neither of them completed school and
he has been struggling since the birth of their daughter. Jamal attempted to
maintain a relationship with his child, seeing her several times each week
as his schedule allowed, providing some child care, nurturance, food, and
clothing as he could afford. He had endeavored to develop and maintain a
relationship with the maternal grandparents as well. Jamal was working
part time washing cars. He grew up in a single parent household and had
little contact with his father; however, an uncle and his maternal grandfather were active with him throughout his youth. These men, although initially disappointed on hearing that Jamal was about to become a father,
took time to discuss his responsibilities to this child and to the mother of
his child. They impressed on him the seriousness of his situation and suggested he "step up to the plate and act like a strong African man."
Although Jamal's mother never married, she openly discussed her belief
in the institution of marriage and of maintaining responsibility to those
who are dependent on him. She has been active in her church, works full
time, and began attending vocational school (she wants to be a practical
nurse) when Jamal was in high school. She has never spoken negatively
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about Jamal's father and she is in a long-term relationship with a man
whom she plans to marry after she completes her vocational training.
Jamal has maintained a good relationship with his mother, his uncle, and
with his grandfather.
Before reviewing the use of specific skill sets as intervention strategies,
this chapter presents an overview of some of the social science literature
pertaining to young African American fathers. Much of this research
focused on perceived deficits, especially the impact of absentee fathers.
This deficit-oriented review is followed by a brief review of research that
focuses on Black fathers who are involved with their children. Information
gained from involved fathers is incorporated in the development of an
African-centered counseling-education intervention model (the Program)
designed to enhance fathers' involvement in the lives of their children and
the mothers of those children. The intervention model is presented and discussed, along with the experiences of Jamal and Donte, two composites
representing issues and situations shared by young fathers who participate
in the Program. The sharing of this model also represents how the notion of
shifting "context and setting" can be applied in a specific program with this
population.

Social Science and Black Men
As noted, much of the social science research on African American
families accepts the deficit perspective, focusing on perceived deficiencies
(while at the same time ignoring such realities as the impact of White privilege, White supremacy, and White racism). In fact, over the past decade,
the major trends on which researchers have focused when looking at
families of color are "overall declines in the rates of marriage . . . higher
proportions of unwed mothers, higher percentages of single-headed households, and higher numbers of poor families" (Taylor, Tucker, Chatters, &
Jayakody, quoted in McLoyd, Cauce, Takeuchi, & Wilson, 2000). In their
scholarship of fatherhood review, Marsiglio, Amato, Day, and Lamb
(2000) note "materials are typically drawn from White middle-class
sources and are seldom representative of contemporaries from different
ethnic, racial, cultural, and economic backgrounds." When studying African
American fathers, these researchers suggest using "special sampling strategies that include fathers in jail, prisons, and the military." Interestingly, no
suggestions or directives are offered to study married African American
fathers who reside with their children!
For African American males, the deficit approach has fostered
research focusing on father absenteeism and the resultant problems for children and women. For example, Parker and Kleiner (1966) suggested that
many issues such as delinquency, homosexuality, and mental disorders
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can be attributed to a father-absent family environment. Lynn (1974)
suggested that children reared in father-absent homes are more likely to
exhibit delinquency, experience poor masculine development, and demonstrate compensatory masculine development in their teens. He also said that
father absenteeism is associated with drug addiction, alcoholism, suicide
attempts, and lower scholastic performance. Biller (1971) notes that boys
reared in father-absent homes gravitate to gangs and gang activities. In a
later article, Biller (1981) writes that lower-class Blacks in father-absent
homes suffer in terms of sex role orientation. These males, and Black males
in general, are denigrated by Black females (mothers, sisters, aunts, grandmothers, etc.), thus contributing to potential problems in future malefemale relationships. Apparently, neither Black males nor females feel
good about Black males. In these homes, there is much family instability
and there are many financial problems. Lamb (1986), in summarizing the
research on males in father-absent homes, concludes that they have problems with sex role and gender identification, problems in their school performance, and problems learning to control aggression.
Schulz (1969), in writing about Black men growing up in a
Midwestern inner-city community, suggested that African American
fathers have problems providing effective role models for their sons due to
their marginal participation in the society at large. He writes that Black
teenage males seek out peers "on the street" with whom to identify. Status
on the street is important if there is no status at home. Liebow (1967),
observing the plight of unemployed inner-city Black men (many of whom
had fathered children), addressed the issue of lack of employment opportunities for African American men. He noted they experience problems
getting work; the work is too hard; without cars, getting to job sites is
impossible; and the jobs that are available are "dead end." Scanzoni (1971)
acknowledged that two thirds of Black families were headed by men in
1968; he says that many stereotypes exist regarding the Black family
because of the social scientists' focus on the one third that are headed by
females and then their generalized findings to the population as a whole.
Scanzoni attempts to shed light on the remaining two thirds (the "intact"
male-female headed families). However, his book tends to focus on perceived deficiencies. For example, he noted that the literature "is replete
with the alleged 'inability' of the (Black) father to move his sons toward
goals" (p. 96). He notes that African American men came to believe they
were inferior after being told they were for so many years and after being
systematically excluded from opportunity.
Each of these works contains some accuracy regarding the specific
African American population that was studied. However, Liebow and
Schulz focused on the problems of low-income Black males, generalized
their findings to African American males across socioeconomic status,
tended not to study mother-father pairs present in Black families, tended to
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look at those males in which pathology was present, tended to ignore
inherent strengths in Black families and in Black men, and tended not to
deal with the issues of White supremacy, White privilege, or White racism
(which African American men confront on a daily basis). This failure to
deal with White supremacy, racism, privilege, and the resultant discrimination is most apparent in Scanzoni's work; he acknowledges the problems
and then ignores any meaningful attempt to study, comprehend, or deal
with the magnitude White racism has on African American families. Had
the •African American males in these studies sought, or been referred to,
typical Eurocentric counseling or therapy, they likely would have received
psychotropic medications (to control their perceived anger, hostility, suspicions, depression, or anxieties) or one of several "talking" therapies (to
explore intrapsychic confusion, unresolved childhood conflicts, problems
with authority, or self-hatred, for example). If the men rejected these mental health approaches, they likely would have been considered to be avoiding their problems and blamed for not being willing to participate in their
own change programs.

Adolescen t Father s
Regarding adolescent African American fathers, research is somewhat limited in scope. Seemingly little is known about those who experience successes, and this population, in general, is provided few services compared
to those available for adolescent females.
Barret and Robinson (1982) suggest there are several myths regarding
adolescents who father children. These myths include that they are worldly
wise and know more about sex and sexuality than most teenage boys; they
usually have fleeting, casual relationships with the young mother and experience little emotional reaction to the pregnancy; they are rarely involved in
the support and rearing of their children; they complete school and enter
high-paying jobs, leaving their partners to fend for themselves; they are
psychologically different from teenage boys who do not become fathers
during adolescence.
Hendricks (1981), when studying adolescent dads, found that they
came from large families; often their fathers were present; they became
dads at 17.8 years of age; about half had unwed sisters with children; about
a third had brothers who were unwed dads; a fourth of them were born into
single-parent homes. He also found they were not involved with church;
they were working; they had completed high school; they saw nothing
wrong with what they had done; and they were concerned about their children's and the mother's future. These teens were also found to be "unrealistic" about parenthood. In another paper, Hendricks and Montgomery
(1983) found teenage fathers to be accepting of fatherhood; they expressed
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love for the mother and their child; they were concerned about the child's
future; and they were not concerned about having had a child "out of wedlock." Robinson, Barret, and Skeem (1983) found no difference in locus of
control between unwed adolescent fathers and nonfathers. Redmond (1985)
found that teenage fathers and fathers-to-be want to know and understand
what's going on in their girlfriend's lives. These teens indicated a willingness to help with physical care, financial care, and they showed affection
for their children. Furstenberg (1976) found that teen males expressed an
interest and desire to help with their children. Barret and Robinson (1985)
found teenage dads maintained a positive relationship with their girlfriends
and their families and they planned to meet certain social, educational, and
financial expectations for the mothers and children. Brown (1983) found
African American adolescent fathers to be concerned about financial support for their children, to have problems continuing their own schooling, to
have problems with their girlfriend's parents, and to be experiencing anxiety about their own futures. These males were not perceived as being
exploitative of their girlfriends. Although the above studies may be indicative of a specific subsection of adolescent fathers—which contradicts stereotypes of the population—it is a population that would likely benefit from
proactive services designed to aid them in handling their responsibilities.
In attempting to predict at-risk teens, Robbins, Kaplan, and Martin
(1985) found low-income males experiencing school problems and that
those who were popular were vulnerable. Their sample of minority youth
was not low on powerlessness or self-esteem as Lewis (1968) formulates in
his "culture of poverty" conception. Other researchers are finding relationships between teenage pregnancy, school drop out, vocational unemployment, crime, and delinquency. Gibbs (1984) writes that unemployment
among African American youth was 48.3% in 1983; the rate of delinquency
was 21.4% in 1979; drinking and substance abuse were increasing; 44% of
Black children under the age of 18 were living in female-headed homes in
1980; and 15.4% of Black youth in the 16 to 24 age group were high school
dropouts. Sklar (1986) says that unemployment is a major contribution to
teen pregnancy, especially for low-income and minority males. Sullivan
(1986) writes that the lack of employment is related to teenage childbirth,
leaving school, criminal activity, drug and substance abuse, suicide, and
poor mental health. He also says that for inner-city youth, the lack of work
is a fact of life. Bumpass, Rindfuss, and Janosik (1984) note that early parenthood and "illegitimacy" is associated with lower educational and vocational attainment, marital instability, larger families, and poor mental and
physical health. Malson (1984) states that the situation is so bleak that
many African American males have given up looking for work and thus
will never be able to financially care for their children.
Gordon (1986) notes that teens receive negative sexual material
from television that tends to project sexual information that is sexually
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irresponsible (rape, violence, and infidelity). Churches have not been at the
forefront in educating teens about their sexuality and it is unlikely that teens
are reading material that adequately informs them in this area. Thus, the
primary purveyors of information (home, school, church, the media) are not
accurately or adequately offering information that might help to resolve the
problem. Inadequate education and information is likely to be related to our
high teenage abortion and pregnancy rates (Connor, 1987b, 1988). Few
teens use any form of contraception when they first become sexually active
(less than one in seven, according to Gordon) and many report they are
embarrassed to get information about contraception (Stark, 1986). Others
report they did not think they could get pregnant (Chilman, 1983).

Involve d Africa n America n Father s
In reviewing existing research that considers fathers who are involved with
their children, Cazenave (1981) indicates that African American men
believe responsibility is the key to manhood. His sample (54 Black fathers
employed as letter carriers) also indicated that ambition, firm guiding principles, and being an economic provider are important. Glick (1981) writes,
"As the income level of men increases, the proportion of men with intact
first marriages tends to increase" (p. 117). He notes that stability seems not
to depend on being well to do but rather on not being poor. Hunter and
Davis' sample of African American men, in responding to what they
thought manhood was about, listed humanism, self-determination and
accountability, pride and spirituality, and family relations (from McLoyd
et al., 2000).
Connor (1986) surveyed the attitudes toward children and mates of
136 working class African American men in an urban Southern California
area. The sample ranged in age from 20 to 45 years old. He was interested in
determining Black males' perception of their roles as fathers; Black males'
perception of their roles as mates; Black males' perception of other Black
men's roles as fathers; and Black males' perception of gender-related childrearing differences. In Connor's sample, they tended to perceive themselves as being actively and positively involved in both the lives of their
children and the mothers of those children, and they did not espouse childrearing differences related to gender. However, these African American
men tended to see other Black men lacking regarding both children and
mates. They perceived other men as having problems getting along and
being meaningfully involved with both children and relationship partners.
Among other explanations, this finding might suggest the population was
not involved themselves and were projecting this lack of involvement
onto others—a defensive posture. However, an equally plausible explanation is that these men (perhaps the African American community
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in general?) have accepted the popular and widespread notion that
Black males are not involved with their families and, therefore, do not
perceive any meaningful interaction when viewing other Black fathers.
Psychologically, this implicit acceptance has dire consequences for the
community at large in terms of acceptance of the negative stereotype and
behaviors that might follow. The impact of this acceptance on young
African American males in search of and in need of positive role models
is immense.
A primary weakness of the above study (other than general problems
using self-report inventories) was that only males were sampled. In a followup study (Connor, 1987b), African-American male (N = 277) and female
(N = 138) respondents were asked to complete an expanded questionnaire
regarding Black male attitudes toward children and mates. Interestingly, the
results were much the same as the previous study—African American men
see themselves meaningfully involved with their children and mates, but see
other Black men as lacking this meaningful involvement. Black women perceive Black men to be meaningfully involved with children and mates. The
support from females seemingly casts doubt on the notion of pathological
projection as a defense for African American men.
Lessons learned from involved (adult) dads suggest they are willing
and able to communicate with their children and with the mothers of their
children; they share household and child rearing responsibilities; they are
committed to an ongoing relationship with their child(ren); they put time
and energy into their responsibilities; and they attempt to obtain and maintain gainful employment. Many of these fathers want to learn about parenting and they make taking time for their children a high priority. They seem
to be in a "partnership" with their children's mothers, doing things together.
Spiritual development tends to occupy an important aspect of these men's
lives and they practice their faith on a regular basis. These men also tend to
be active in sports and recreation, often with family or friends. They play
an active part in family decision making and those who are most successful in their family relationships tend to understand, accept, and encourage
active decision making with their spouses. These fathers allow themselves
to be tender—although primarily with their daughters (hugging, kissing,
holding them). Interestingly, Sullivan (1986) found that the African
American community expected teenage fathers to participate in caring for
their children. In fact, he found that local standards exist forjudging young
fathers who do and those who do not attempt to provide care for their children. Those who do not provide for their children incur disrespect in their
neighborhoods. As Kunjufu (1986) writes,
Our boys do not kno w whe n the y ar e men , an d it is th e responsibilit y of
men to teac h them . If men do not fulfill thi s responsibility , boy s will con tinu e to defin e it from a physica l perspective , i.e., makin g a baby , gettin g
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